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Introduction 

Since the beginning of the XX century particle physics achieved great progress. The theoretical 
picture of the behavior of nature in this field, called Standard Mode! of elementary particles, is 
very successful in describing the experimental results. In this mode!, the fundamental particles 
are quarks and leptons and the can·iers of the interactions between them are called vector bosons. 
Severa! fundamental questions remain however open: the unobserved Higgs boson, necessary to 
explain the particles masses; the incorporation of the observed non-zero masses for neutrinos; the 
possible existence of supersymmetries, that predict a new "superpartner" for each known elemen-
tary particle. Future experiments like those at the Large Hadron Collider, in construction at CERN, 
will hopefully answer these questions, while already now current experiments may give a hint of 
the presence of new physics, beyond this mode!. 

Some of the present open questions are motivated by cosmology; for instance understanding 
why the universe is made of matter instead of anti-matter requires a better knowledge of the dis-
crete symmetries of nature, that turn out to be deeply connected with the so called "ftavors" of 
fundamental fermions. Unti! 1964, ali interaction were believed to be symmetric for the combina-
tion of charge conjugation (C) and space reftection (P), the CP transformation. Cronin & Fitch [l] 
discovered that CP invariance is violated in K meson decays. As a consequence, Kobayashi and 
Maskawa [2] suggested the existence of a third generation of quarks, discovered severa! years 
later [3] when the Y (Upsilon) resonance was observed and interpreted as a bound state of band b 
(botto m) quarks. An excitation of this bb bound state, the Y( 4S) is over the threshold for the pro-
duction of a pair of parti cles containing ab or b quark, the B mesons. Each Y( 4S) decays to s+ s-
pair (containing up and bottom quarks) or a B01J0 pair (containing down and bottom quarks) . 

Producing large samples of Y( 4S) ---+ BB decays in electron-positron annihilations has now 
become a routine tool to study the dynamics of heavy quarks in B mesons and the role of discrete 
symmetries in their decays and mixing. A B-factory is an accelerator where electron and positron 
high intensity beams collide at the Y(4S) energy, producing a large quantity of B meson pairs in a 
coherent initial state. The knowledge of the 4-momentum of the two B meson system and also the 
knowledge of the momentum magnitudes of the two B mesons individually in the center of mass 
frame are kinematic constraints that help considerably in suppressing backgrounds. 

The fìrst experiment running at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) CESR B-factory 
was CLEO [4] , where the Y(4S) was produced at rest. The small phase space of the Y(4S)---+ BB 
decay results in B mesons almost at rest in the center of mass frame. As a consequence, the vertexes 
of the B decays are so close to each other to be indistinguishable within the detector resolution. 
Now two experiments are taking data at B-factories: BABAR at the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center (SLAC) and Belle at KEK in Japan. The main improvements with respect to CLEO are a 
large increase in luminosity, and the asymmetric confìguration of the two beam energies, implying 
that the B mesons are boosted in the laboratory, with well separated decay vertexes. This feature 
allow to observe time dependent CP violation effects in B decays. 

The BABAR experiment was designed with the main goal of discovering CP violation in B 
meson decays. After this discovery [5] , BABAR continues to produce important physics results, 
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also in different areas of particle physics; in particular the production of b-quarks, at the PEP-II 
B-factory, is accompanied by a huge production of "off-resonance" cc quark pairs, allowing the 
study of charmed mesons with unprecedented statistica! power. 

Meson spectroscopy is usually considered as "understood" in terms of strong interactions bind-
ing quark-antiquark pairs, and is not listed among the important open questions briefty discussed 
above. However, experimental observations in this field can stili reserve surprises: the work de-
scribed in this thesis is motivated by and deals with a very recent one. An unexpected narrow 
Dsn° resonance at the mass of2317 MeV/ c2, labelled v;1 (2317), was observed by the BABAR col-
laboration [6], later confirmed by the CLEO experiment [7]. Subsequently also a second narrow 
state was observed by CLEO, BABAR an d Belle, with mass cl o se to 2460 Me V/ c2 and labelled 
DsJ(2460). The observed isospin violating decays of these states stimulated many theoretical pa-
pers. The small widths, consistent with experimental resolution, and Iow mass values suggested 
exotic origins, like Dsn atoms or DK molecules, or 4-quarks states [8, 9, 10, 11]. Other authors 
attempted revisions of standard (d) models, including chiral symmetry, revising the potential, 
etc. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. 

A study of the properties of these particles (we will use the symbol D~;)+ or simply DsJ to 
indicate both of them) is necessary to sort out the correct theoretical explanation. In this thesis we 
consider the exclusive D51 production in charged and neutra! B decays, with severa! subsequent 
decay modes . The B decays can be used to study properties of these new particles: we aim to ob-
serve previously unseen decay chains, measure branching fractions forali channels, and determine 
the D~;)+ spin by means of an angular analysis of decay products. 

The first chapter gives an overview of the physics addressed by the BABAR experiment in gen-
erai and related to the D 51 states in particular; it introduces heavy and light quark spectroscopy, 
describes the experimental observation of the new resonances and illustrates the interest and ex-
citement that followed their discovery trough the theoretical papers that appeared soon after. 

The second chapter describes the PEP-II B-factory and the BABAR detector. Emphasis is given 
to the subdetectors particularly relevant for this analysis, like the Silicon Vertex Tracker for the 
"soft" pion identification from the decay of D* mesons; however each part is described explaining 
its role in the overall event reconstruction. 

The third chapter gives a detailed description of the method of data analysis and of the simu-
lations used to understand the expected signa!, the detector efficiency and the background mode!. 
The selection of the final candidates is performed in steps: after a pre-selection of B candidates, 
selection criteri a are optimized an d fin al selection is applied. W e use the B ---+ D l*) D(*) decays as a 
contro l sample and w e reject events compatible with this kind of background. Finally we consider 
the contamination between different signal modes, due to imperfect reconstruction, and determine 
the corresponding correction factors. 

The fourth chapter summarizes the branching fraction results, computed from the yields after 
subtracting the background, and discusses the systematic uncertainties and the angular analysis 
performed to extract informations on the spin of the D51 (2460). 



Chapter l 

Hadronic Decays of B mesons 

1.1 Physics at a B-factory 

The "8-factory" experimental facil ities [17, 18] were designed and built with the main goal of 
discovering CP violation in B meson decays. Their large luminosity allows a broader progi·am in 
heavy quarks, -r and two photon physics to be carried out. 

In this chapter, after introducing a classification of B meson decays (Section 1.1.1), we con-
centrate on hadronic decays (Section 1.1.2) and in particular on those double-charm decays (Sec-
tion l . 1.3) that give useful informations (Section 1.3) on the recently discovered DsJ states (Sec-
tion 1.2). 

1.1.1 Classification of B decays 

A possible classification of B decays is based o n the nature of the fina! parti cles produced. Leptanic 
decays h ave fina l states which contains no hadrons but only leptons, e. g. S 0 --7 t+ l - or s + --7 

t+v, (l = e, /l, -r); semi-leptanic decays have fina! states with both leptons and hadrons, as 8° --7 

0 *- f+Vt or s + --7 n°t+v,; hadronic decays do not have leptons but only hadrons in the fina! States; 
rare decays do not happen through the dominant b --7 c quark transition, e.g. S 0 --7 K*0y where 
b --7 s at quark leve!. Processes such as b --7 s or b --7 d are calledfiavar changing neutra! current 
(FCNC). Sample Feynman diagrams for these decays are reported in Figure 1.1- 1.4. 

b l-

w-

TI v, 

Figure 1. 1: Sample Feynman diagram far 
/eptanic B --7 ZV1 decays (l = e, JL, -r). 

b z<~ 
q q 

Figure 1.2: Sample Feynman diagram far 
semi- leptanic S --7 Dl\11 decays (l= e, f.L, -r). 

The transition between qq' quarks is regulated by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) 
matrix e lements Vqq' [2]. Looking at these matrix elements, there are transitions favored with 
respect to others. As an example, since "' 1Vub l2 /IVcbl2 ::::::: l % a decay that happen through a 
transition b --7 c is CKM-enhanced while a decay with b --7 u is CKM-suppressed. 

lf one of the two quark enters in the fina! state without interacting, it is called spectatar quark. 
Most hadronic decays of S mesons can be described by external (Figure 1.5) and internai spectator 
decay diagrams (Figure 1.6) that can interfe re. For decays with internai spectator process the 
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b 
z:=;; 

q q 

Figure 1.3: Sample Feynman diagram far 
hadronic transitions. 

b 

q 

Figure 1.4: Sample Feynman "penguin" di-
agramfor b ----7 s,d rare FCNC transitions. 

quarks from the virtual W decay must match the color of the quarks in the decaying hadron. The 
amplitude for this process is therefore color suppressed. Again, Fina! State Interactions (FSI) and 
non-factorisable contributions, could mask this suppression. 

( 
u 

d 
w~ b c 

u,d u,d 

Figure 1.5: The color favored hadronic de-
cay diagram. 

( >< 
u 

• c 
w.~ b d 

u,d u,d 

Figure 1.6: The color suppressed hadronic 
decay diag ram. 

We are interested to observe D51 particles in B decays. The B ----7 Ds1D(*) decays are two-body 
hadronic decays and they are expected to be the largest contribution to the D51 production, since 
they are both CKM- and color enhanced (see Figure 1.16). 

1.1.2 Hadronic B decays to open charm 

The b quark in the B meson is surrounded by a cloud of light quarks and gluons. Strong interaction 
effects can interfere with the weak transition of the b quark: as a consequence the hadronic decays 
of the B are an interesting laboratory to study hadronization, perturbative and non-perturbative 
QCD effects and fina! state interaction effects (FSI). 

Strong and electroweak forces are characterized by severa! energy scales of very different 
magnitude, the W mass, the various quark masses and the QCD scale: mt. Mw » m0 , mc » 
AQcD » mu, md, m5 • While it is usually sufficient to treat electroweak interactions to lowest non-
vanishing order in perturbation theory, it is necessary to consider all orders in QCD. Asymptotic 
freedom still allows us to compute the effect of strong interactions at short distances perturbatively. 
However, since the participating hadrons are bound states with light quarks, confined inside the 
hadron by long-distance dynamics, it is clear that also non-perturbati ve QCD interactions enter the 
decay process in an essential way. 

A basic tool to disentangle long- and short-distance contributions to the decay amplitudes is 
provided by the operator product expansion (OPE). Consider the weak decay b ---+ ciid. We can 
expand the full amplitude A as follows [19]: 

(1. l) 
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? 

Up to a negligible power correction of O( P; ), the full amplitude is written as the matrix element 
M w 

of a local four-quark operator Q, multiplied by a Wilson coefficient C; fl is the energy scale, that 
cancels between Wilson coefficient and hadronic matrix element, to a given order in a 5 , to yield a 
scale independent decay amplitude. This expansion in 1/ Mw is called a (short-distance) operator 
product expansion because the nonlocal product of two bilinear quark-cunent operators (cb) and 
Uid) that interact via W exchange, is expanded into a series of local operators. In other terms 
OPE can be interpreted as a four-quark interaction vertex where the Wilson coefficient is the 
corresponding coupling constant. 

The effective Hamiltonian J{JJ = C· Q describes the weak interactions of light quarks at low 
energies. Ignoring QCD interactions: 

(1.2) 

assuming C = l and Q = cyll( l - y5)bdyJ.I( l - y5)u. When QCD is included the quarks exchange 
gluons and more terms such as C and Q appear, and they receive radiative correction of order 
a'1'(f.J.)ln11 (Mw/m!J). These corrections need to be renormalized and subtracted. The technique for 
performing such a re-summation is based on the renormalization group. 

A decisive advantage of heavy hadrons is the fact that the heavy-quark mass itself is stilllarge 
in comparison to AQCD· The limit AQco/ mb « l (heavy quark limit) can then be exploited using 
heavy quark expansion (HQE) [19]. 

The decays which are observed involve physical hadrons, not asymptotic quark states. The 
computation of partial decay rates for such processes requires the analysis of hadronic matrix 
elements such as: 

(1.3) 

for the decay example B --7 Dn. Such matrix elements involve non-perturbative QCD and are 
extremely difficult to compute from first principles. However, they have no intrinsic dependence 
o n large mass scales such as M w. Because of this they should naturally be evaluated at a renor-
malization scale fl « Mw, in which case large logarithms ln(Mw / mb) will not arise in the matrix 
elements. By choosing a low scale in the effective theory, all such terms are re-summed into the 
Wilson coefficient functions C;(m!J). 

O ne hypothesis that is often used is factorization. In factori zation two-body hadronic decays 
ca n be expressed as the product of two independent hadronic cunents, o ne describing the formati o n 
of a charm meson, and the other the hadronization of the remaining ud (or cf) system from the 
virtual W. In other words the formation of the hadron with the charm and the spectator quarks is 
not inftuenced by the other hadron. The validity of this hypothesis needs to be tested depending 
on the decay mode under study. 

In fact, a re-scattering can occur both at quark and at hadron level between particles produced 
after the weak b quark decay (FSI). FSI could modify the decay amplitudes and be important in 
fìnal states such as B --7 D* D * [20]. 

1.1.3 The double charm decays 

In Section 1.3 we will relate measurable physical quantities, such as branching ratios, to the decay 
constants that we define below, starting from the matrix elements. 

In the Standard Model (SM) the amplitudes for B --7 D51D (*), are generated by the following 
effective Hamiltonian [21]: 
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where the superscripts u, c, t indicate the internai quarks, f can be the u or c quark, q can be 
either a d or a s quark depending on whether the decay is a f::J.S = O or f::J.S = -l process. The 
operators Qlf,2f are the current-current operators that represent tree level processes. Q3-6 are the 
strong gluon induced "penguin" [22] operators, and operators Q7_ 10 are due to y and Z exchange 
(electroweak penguins), and "box" diagrams at loop level. 

In the factorization assumption the amplitude for B---+ Ds1D(*), can be written as [21]: 

(1.5) 

To simplify we will neglect M2 that collects the small penguin contributions, therefore: 

(1.6) 

where X1 is a combination of CKM matrix elements and Wilson coeffìcients (for a computation 
of Ci see [23]). The currents involving the heavy b and c quarks, J~ = (DJcyll( l - y5 )bJB(p)) and 
J~. = (D*(EI)Jcyll(I -y5 )biB(p)) can be expressed in terms ofform factors. The matrix elements 
(D;0 (P)Jsyll(l - y5 )cl0) and (Dsi(P)Jsyll(l-y5 )ciO) are written in terms of the decay constants 
C! o,{), !o") that are defìned as 

(1.7) 

where P is the DsJ momentum and E and Mo.,
1 

are the polarization vector and the mass of the 
DsJ(2460). We will use these decay constants in Section 1.3. 

1.2 The D si disco v eri es 

We will give now a summary of the discovery of the D;1 (2317) and Ds1 (2460) states from the 
B-factories BABAR, Belle and CLEO (section 1.2.2) and review in section 1.2.3 the subsequent 
theoretical papers that try to explain the new states as (d) or more exotic states. 

Before giving details about the new particles, let us introduce (section 1.2.1) some useful 
elements about the spectroscopy of mesons made of a heavy and a light quark, applied to the (d) 
case. 

1.2.1 Heavy and light quark spectroscopy 

In a Qq system [14], there is a large separation in energy or mass scales, since the light and heavy 
quark masses mq and mQ are related to the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) strong interaction 
scale parameter AQcD ~ 200MeV by mq<< AQcD <<mQ. In the limi t of infìnitely large mass of 
the heavy quark Q (mQ---+=), the heavy-quark spin SQ and the total angular momentum j of the 
light quark q, are separately conserved. The quantum number j is defìned as the sum j = l+ sq 

of the orbita! angular momentum l and the spin sq of the light quark q. In this case it provides a 
"good" quantum number for classifìcation. The light quark angular momentum j and the spin SQ 
of the heavy quark combine to the total angular momentum J = j + SQ of the (Qq) bound state. 
The corresponding quantum number J fìxes the spin of the resulting meson. The parity P of this 
meson is related to the quantum number € of the orbita! angular momentum l by P= ( -l)C+ l. 
Thus, in the heavy quark limit the heavy-light bound states (Qq) may conveniently be classifìed in 
terms of JP or, alternatively, defìning L= l (in the infinite heavy-quark mass limi t) and S = SQ + sq 
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m(MeV/c2 ) 

Threshold for D *K 

D+ Dsp573/ -- 3p2 

Dsi(2S36/-=-=--= l pl , :p l 

Threshold for DK 

+ l D/ 1968) __ S
0 

o-

Figure l . 7: Classi.fication of cf states, including the expected D 51 states, based on theoretical 
nwdels [25, 26, 27}. The spectroscopic notations lP and 25+1 L1 are defined in the text. Established 
states are indicated by solid lines. Predicted but unobserved states are indicated by dashed lines. 
Threshold energy far the D (*) K decays are also indicated. 

in terms of 25+ 1L1 (see Figure 1.7). 

S-wave states have orbita! angular momentum R = O and, therefore, negative parity, P = - l. 
To obtain this parity, in this case spin and orbita! angular momentum of the light quark q can 
couple only to f = ~ - . Combining the light quark total angular momentum j = Sq with the spin 
of the heavy quark Q yields a spin-singlet state e So) with spin-parity assignment l p = o- and a 
Spin-tripJet state esi) with Spin-parity assignment lp = 1- . 

P -wave states have orbita! angular momentum R = l and, therefore, positive parity, P = + l. 
Spin and orbita! angular momentum of the light quark can add either to l = ~ + or to jP = ~ +. 
Combination with the spin of the heavy quark yields, for l = ~ +, two states with spin-parity 
assignment lP = o+ e Po) and lP = l + , and, for l = ~ +, two states with spin-parity assignment 
]P = l+ and lp = 2+ e Pl). The two lp = l + states e P1 and 3 PJ) do not have definite charge-
conjugation properties; therefore, they can undergo mixing. The jP = ~ + doublet can proceed by 
emitting light pseudo-scalar mesons in S-wave, while this is not the case for the l = ~ + doublet. 
Thus / = ~ + mesons are expected to be narrower than jP = ~ + ones, simply due to the different 
dependence of the two-body decay rates on the three-momentum of the emitted meson. 

Now, !et us apply this classifìcation in the case of the mesons formed by a cf pair: the pseudo-
scalar lP = o- state has been identifìed with the isosinglet D? meson, with a mass of (1968.3 ± 
0.5) Me V and a well established spin-parity assignment f = o- [24]. The vector f = 1- state is 
assumed to be identica! to the isosinglet D; ± meson, with a mass of (2112.1 ± 0.7) MeV, natura! 
spi n-parity, and width and decay modes consistent with the assignment lP = 1- [24]. 

The vector f = l + state belonging to the l = ~ + doublet (with possibly small admixtures 
of its vector lP = l + counterpart belonging to the f = ~ + doublet) is in generai assumed to be 
identica! to the isosinglet D51 (2536)± meson, with a mass of (2535.35 ± 0.34 ± 0 .5) Me V and a 
spin-parity assignment lP = l + that is strongly favored but stili needs confìrmation [24] . 
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The spin-triplet tensor ]P= 2+ state is identifìed with the isosinglet D51 (2573)± meson, with 
a mass of (2572.4 ± 1.5) Me V, natura! spin-parity, an d width and decay modes consistent with the 
assignment JP = 2+ [24]. 

Theoretical models typically predict masses between 2.4 an d 2.6 GeV /c2 for the remaining 
two states [25, 26, 27]: the scalar state JP =o+ and the vector JP = l+ state belonging to the 
jP = 1 +; both of which should decay by kaon emission (isospin-conserving DK and D* K fina! 
states, respectively). They would be expected to have large widths [25, 27] and hence should be 
diffìcult to detect. In conclusion we can summarize theoretical expectations as follows: 

• ali four P-wave states with L= l ( 1 P1, 3 P0, 3 P1, 3 P2) are massi ve enough that their dominant 
strong decays would be to the isospin conserving DK and/or D* K fìnal states; 

• the singlet and tripi et ]P = l+ states e P,, 3 P,) could mix; 

• in the heavy quark limi t, the two states l+ and 2+ with j = ~ would be narrow while the 
two states o+ and l+ with j = 1 would be broad (as in the cq system with q = u, d) . 

1.2.2 The observation of D51 

In the Spring of 2003 the BABAR collaboration observed an unexpected narro w state near 2.32 GeV l c2 

in the inclusive D 5n° invariant mass distribution [6]. The data sample analyzed corresponds to an 
integrated luminosity of 91 fb- 1 , recorded both on and off the Y(4S) resonance by the BABAR 
detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+ e- storage ring. A D't meson, reconstructed in the 
two modes D't ---+ K+ K-n+and D't ---+ K+ K-n+n°, is combined with a n° reconstructed from a 
pair of photons. The fìt of the m(D'tn°) invariant mass distribution (Figure 1.8) yields 1267 ± 53 
candidates in the signal Gaussian function, with mass (2316.8 ± 0.4) MeV/c2 and width (8.6 ± 
0.4) MeV/c2 for D't---+ K+K-n+and 273 ± 33 candidates with mass (2317.6 ± 1.3) MeV/c2 and 
width (8.8 ± 1.1) Me V /c2 in the other D't decay mode, giving consistent results. The observed 
small width is consistent with the experimental resolution. The signal peak, Jabeled D;1 (2317)+, 
is not present in a simulation that includes cc events and all known charm states and decays, ruling 
out the possibility that it could be due to a reflection from other charmed states. The signal disap-
pears also if the events are selected using a regio n outside the D't mass window or exchanging the 
K± and n± identities. 

To extract the quantum numbers, the helicity angular distribution was investigated. After cor-
recting for the effìciency, the distribution is consistent with being flat, as expected for a spin-zero 
particle or for a particle of higher spin that is produced unpolarized. The low mass compared to 
those of the Dsl (2536)+ and D5J(2573)+ favors the JP =o+ assignment (see Figure 1.7). 

No evidence of the electromagnetic decay D;1 (2317)+ ---+ D'ty was found; no signal was 
found in the fìnal states D'tyy and D'tn°y. Investigating these modes, a small peak at a mass 
near 2.46 GeV/c2 was found in D'tn°y (see Figure 1.9) 

A more detailed study was needed a t this point to exclude a kinematic reflection of the D;1 (2317) + . 
The observation of this state by BABAR is surprising for several reasons: 

• its mass is smaller than most theoretically predicted values for a o+ d state; 

• it is narrow (with intrinsic width [' < 10 Me V); 

• the decay of any d state (/cf= O) to D5n° UD, = O,Ino = l) violates isospin conservation. 

Isospin symmetry is respected in good approximation in the limit that the masses of the u and 
d quarks are egual. The two quarks have not exactly the same masses and isospin violation is 
already observed in the decay D;---+ D 5n° [28]. Similarly, since the D;1 (2317)+ mass is below 
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Figure 1.8: m(Di n°) invariant mass dis-
tribution. Di candidates are reconstructed 
in the Di ---+ K+ K - n+ (top) and Di ---+ 
K+ K- n+n°(bottom) decay modes. The very 
narro w peak at m( Di n°) ;:::::; 2.1 GeV j c2 is 
associated to the v; ---+ Dt n° decay. 
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Figure 1.9: The m(Din°y) invariant mass 
distribution from BABAR experiment (a). 
The other two plots are produced applying 
weights corresponding to the decay o;n° 
(b) and the decay o;J(2317)y (c). 

the kinematical threshold of 2.367 GeV for the isospin-conserving strong decay to DK Uo = ~, 
h = ~ ), i t is possible that the decay to D5n° proceeds via Tl - n° mixing. 

l n' 
- - - - /_ - - -

D* 
s 

D 

Figure 1.10: The isospin violating o ;---+ Di n° process could proceed via virtual T) emission [ 28]. 

The transition with neutra! pion emission proceeds at tree leve! via virtual T) emission (Fig-
ure 1.1 0). The intermediate T) converts into a n° through the mixing term in the Lagrangian [28]: 

(mc~ - mu) 0 
Lmixing oc .j3 n Tl 
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that vanishes in the limi t of equa! up and down quark masses mc~ and m,. In the case of v;, the 
v; -t V 5 y process dominates over this isospin violating transition. In the case of v;1 (2317), the 
decay to V 5 y is excluded if ]P = o+, to conserve angular momentum. The a bse n ce of the signa! 
in this final state may support this hypothesis or simply indicate that the pion emission is favored 
over radiative decay. Further measurements are needed at this point. 

Soon after the BABAR announcement, the CLEO collaboration provided independent evidence 
of the discovery [7], searching for the v;1 (2317) in 13.5 fb - I of data collected with the CLEO-II 
detector in symmetric e+ e- collisions at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) . They observed 
al so the peak a t 2.46 GeV /c2, in the v ; n° invariant mass distribution, an d they analyzed the cross-
feed between D 5n° and D;n° samples. The kinematics of these decays are quite similar, and 
they can reflect into one another. For example, by ignoring the photon from the D; decay in 
DsJ(2460)+ -t D;+n° decays, nearly all the signa! combinations forma peak in the D5n° invariant 
mass spectrum in the same region as the D;1 (2317) signa!, but from simulation results the peak 
will be broader. Vice-versa, a random photon such that the DsY combination accidentally falls in 
the v ; signa! region, combined with a D5n° candidate would reftect into the Ds1 (2460) + -t v ;+n° 
signal region. For this possibility BABAR did not claim immediately the discovery of both the 
resonances (anyway the observation is claimed soon after [29]). 

From a simulati o n of the "reftection mechanism" a broader peak would be expected, relative to 
the real D51 (2460) and only for approximately 9% of the reconstructed decays. Taking in account 
this contamination, CLEO still had evidence of 41 ± 12 decays D;n°, demonstrating the existence 
of a state at 2.46 GeV /c2, cali ed D 51 (2463) + . W e w ili use the current notati o n from Parti cl e Data 
Group [24] D 51 (2460) in the following . 

If this is a c§ state, the mass is 47.6 Me V below the kinematical threshold of 2.508 GeVj c2 

for its isospin-conserving decay D* K and its decay to DK is forbidden by parity and angular 
momentum conservation. The width smaller than 7 MeV at 90% confidence leve! , is consistent 
with predictions from simulation in which the state is modeled with a negligible natura! width. 

CLEO investigated other final states and set upper limits for other decay modes such D'ty, 
v ;+y, Di n+ n- and v;1 (2317) +y. A diagram containing both the new particles, the D(*)°K 
threshold and the already known c§ mesons is shown in Figure 1.11. 

The Belle Collaboration investigated the properties of the D51 resonances as well. They used 
a 86.9 fb- 1 data sample collected with the Belle detector at KEKB [30]. They determined the 
masses mCD;1 (2317)) an d m(D51 (2460)) (see Table 1.1) an d for the las t o ne, they also observe the 
decays Ds1 (2460) + -t D'ty and D51 (2460) + -t D'tnn. The spin-parity assignments are consistent 

Table 1.1: Masses and widthsfor the new D.1.1 statesfrom BaSar, CLEO and Belle. 

v;1 (2317) DsJ(2460) 
Experiment mass (MeVjc2) width (MeVjc2) mass (MeV/c2) width (MeVj c2) 

BABAR [35] 2318.9 ± 0.3 ± 0.9 < 10 2459.4 ± 0.3 ±l. O < 10 
CLEO [7] 2318.3 ± 1.2 ± 1.0 <7 2463.3 ± 1.7 ± 1.0 < 7 
Belle [30] 2317.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.9 < 4.6 2456.5 ± 1.3 ± 1.3 < 5.5 

with JP =o+ for the v;1 (2317) and JP = l + for the D 51 (2460). The most recent results o n yields 
of the D51 from the B-factories experiments are reported in Table 1.2. The transitions seen (or 
not seen) in the data are shown with a solid arrow (dashed line) in the diagrams of Figure 1.12 
and 1.13 for the D51 decay with an emission of a y or of a n°, respectively. 
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Figure 1.11: Classifìcation ojcf states, including the newly discovered D?1 (2317) and DsJ(2460) 
states ( dashed lines), with their presumed quantum numbers. Established states are indicated by 
solid lines. 

T ab le 1.2: Event yields for the new D 51 states from BABAR, CLEO and Belle. When present, errors 
are statistica! and systematic (in that order) otherwise only statistica! error is reported. 

Event Yields 
Decay BABAR [35] CLEO [7] Belle [30] 
D;./(2317) [D.~11Y] 
D?1 (23 17) [DsY] 
o;1 (2317) [D?y J 
D;1 (2317) [D5n+1c] 
D?./(2317) [D; no] 
Ds.l (2460) [D; n° ] 
D.s.J(2460) [DsY] 
DsJ(2460) [D; y] 
D s.! (2460) [D;1 (2317)y] 
Du(2460) [D5n+n- ] 
DsJ(2460) [D.~n°] 
Luminosity 

- Seen 
l 

- - - _ Not Seen 
l d 

0~(21 1 2)+ 

D (1968t s 

/ 

,.. ,..--7--- D~0(231 7) 
/ y / / 

/ / / 

/ 

1275 ±45 
Not Seen 

Not Seen 

266 ± 38 
509±46 

Not Seen 
67 ± 11 
Not Seen 
125 fb- l 

Figure 1.12: DsJ -+ D~*ly transitions. Tran-
sitions already seen (not seen) are indicated 
with a solid ( dashed) line. 

135 ± 23 761 ±44±30 
Not Seen Not Seen 
Not Seen Not Seen 
Not Seen Not Seen 
Not Seen 
41 ± 12 126 ± 25 ± 12 
Hint 152 ± 18 
Not Seen Not Seen 
Not Seen 
Not Seen 59.7±11.5 

Not Seen 
13.5 fb- l 86.9 fb- l 
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l 

- - __ Not Seen 
D*~(23 1 7) sO 

D/]968) 
+ 

Figure 1.13: DsJ -+ D~*)no transitions. 
Transitions already seen (not seen) are in-
dicated with a solid ( dashed) line. 
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1.2.3 Theoretical explanations for the new states 

After the discoveries described in the previous section, severa! theoretical papers appeared propos-
ing explanations for the new resonances. Explanations, non-exotic and exotic, are summarized in 
the following. In non-exotic explanations the new particles are interpreted as d resonances with 
some additional hypotheses to justify their characteristics. 

• Simple potential models do not reproduce exactly the full d mass spectra. As an example 
ref. [14] uses the sum of a Coulomb and a Iinear potential, or ref. [13] uses a potential 
composed of a vector part of coulombian type and a spherical part not forced to be Iinear. 
The mass of the o+ an d l+ d states are always predicted a bo ve the D(* l K threshold an d 
they are expected to decay through isospin conserving modes, with a broad width, contrary 
to the experimental findings. 

• using the QCD sum rules with the heavy quark limit, the masses of P-wave (d) states are 
computed in [31, 15]. The value obtained, m o• = 2.42 ± 0.13 GeV is 100 Me V higher than so 
the experimental for o;1 (2317) but has Iarge uncertainties. The lo w mass of o;1 (2317) 
and DsJ(2460) could be explained by the repulsion between D5 (0+), Ds( l+) and DK, DK* 
continuum. The computed widths f'(Dso---+ Din°) ::::::: 6keV and f'(D 5o---+ D;y) ::::::: l keV, 
indicate [32] that, forD 5o, the electromagnetic decay, not yet observed in data, is suppressed 
with respect to the isospin violating one (Figure 1.14). Another effect should be visible in 
the (bs) spectrum producing narrow peaks in B5n° and B;n° mass distributions, that are not 
accessible at the B-factories, but could be observed at hadron colliders, that produce also Bs 
mesons. 

• if a coupling with the OZI-allowed DK decay is included (Figure 1.15), a scalar meson 
is predicted with mass 2.28 GeV j c2 . Conventional (d) state is found with a mass of 
2.79 GeVjc2 and width of 200 MeVjc2 [33], not observed in data. 

• the new particles are interpreted as an heavy JP (O+, l +) spin multi p l et [12]. They could 
be the chiral partners of the (o-, 1-) groundstate, degenerate in principle, w h ere the spon-
taneous breaking of chiral symmetry elevates the first by an amount 11M. Taking the mass 
difference between the BABAR states an d the Iight charm-strange mesons Di*), the observed 
value 11M= 349 Me V is close to what expected by the Goldberger-Treiman relation, implied 
by chiral invariance. If this picture tums otto be valid, the mass splitting forali heavy-quark 
chiral multiplets can be established and predictions can be done for Bs and strange doubly-
heavy baryon states. 

s-----------~ ll - -•- -n 

Figure 1.14: The diagram far the 
o;J(2317) ----7 Din° decay. 1sospin Vl-

olation is in the T) - n transition. 

D 

K 

Figure 1.15: The OZ1-allowed diagram 
o;1 (2317) ---+ DK, that should be dominant 
ifmo,0 > mK + mo = 2366.9MeV. 

It has been argued [34] that lattice QCD predictions seem to be inconsistent with the simple qq 
interpretation for o;1 (2317), requiring exotic explanations. In this case the two missing o; (O+) 
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and Ds( l +) states are considered as not yet observed, and probably broad, while the new observed 
states are assumed to be of different nature with respect to d resonances. The 4-quark states are 
states with additional valence quarks as cqstj. They can be divided into pure four quark states 
(baryonia) and hadronic "molecules" where the two "atoms" maintain their integrity. 

• DK "molecule" [8]: a "molecule" is viewed as a 4-q state where qq meson pairs are weakly 
bound. Characteristics of sue h a state are compatible with the D;1 (2317) property of lP = 
o+, and a binding energy of ;=::j 40MeV. A 4-q signature could be given if the elastic form 
factor deviate from the l j Q2 expected fora d state. Other effects proposed for experimental 
test are the D;1 (2317) transition to D;y, expected to have 2 keV parti al width in the d case, 
and the prediction of a BD molecule with a Btn decay. 

• 4-quark: in this interpretation the D;1 (2317) is identified as the isosinglet of an isospin 
multiplet with quark content [cqqs]+ (where qq is a combination of u and d quarks). The 
expected width is smaller than l MeV [9]. The remaining isostates should be instead very 
broad but could open double charged Di n+ (not seen [35]) and wrong pairing D+ K- chan-
nels. B decays are proposed as a good environment to search such states with lower back-
ground. In an other 4-q interpretation [36] these isostates are instead narrow ("' 8.8 Me V as 
the BABAR state). 

e 4-quark {:::? qq oscillation [Il]: the observed resonances are interpreted primarily as DsJ 
states, mixing due to strong interaction, with broad 4-q states that lie above the D(*) K 
threshold. The parameters introduced are the mixing angle and the 4-q mass. Radiative 
transitions could indicate the nature of these states depending on the mixing ang1e. Other 
doubly charged Di n+ or Di n- states are not expected to be narrow. 

• Dsn atom [10]: a strong flavor-singlet attraction could allow the capture of a pion by a 
charmed meson. With this hypothesis it is possible to reproduce a narrow resonance in the 
Dsn spectrum corresponding to a mass of 2.32 GeV and width of 10 MeV corresponding to 
the BABAR experimental resolution. Such state should be present in other charged modes, 
e.g. Di n±, not seen [35]. 

Severa! more exotic explanations are also possible, but before looking for more complicated an-
swers on the nature of these particles, the conventional explanations should be rejected. 

Some of the predictions of these models are not accessible at the present B-factories, since 
they refer to the decays of 8 5 or Be mesons. However, other predictions can be tested by looking 
at two body B decays, as B -+ D51D(•), as explained in the next section. 

Two-body hadronic B decays are the ideai environment to study the new D51 states: in particular 
their quantum numbers can be extracted by an angular analysis. To produce a D51 , two-body 
hadronic B decay could proceed through a tree diagram via external W -emission diagram (see 
Figure 1.16). 
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Figure 1.16: The tree diagram via external W -emissionfor 8---+ DsJD(*). 

The modes 8 ---+ D~;)+ M, with M = D, n, K, can discriminate between quark-antiquark and 
multiquark interpretations of the D l;)+ state. In the qq case the 8 ---+ D~;)+ M branching ratios are 
expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the 8---+ D}*l M ones, since the D~.~) + meson 
decay constants are expected to be close to those of low-lying D}*l mesons. In the multiquark 
case the branching fractions would be suppressed by inverse powers of heavy meson masses [37]. 
We start using decays with M = D that are expected to be the dominant exclusive DsJ production 
mechanism in 8 decays, because the b---+ c transition is CKM-favored with respect to b---+ u,d ,s. 

We can therefore define the ratios of branching fractions: 

and similarly for Dsl: 

R 
0 

_ 13(8---+ DDso) 
D - 13(8---+ DDs) 

13(8---+ D* D so) 
Ro·o = 13(8---+ D*Ds) 

Ro _ 13(8---+ DDsl) 
1 

- 13(8---+ DD5 ) 

13(8---+ D*Dsl) 
Ro· 1 = 13(8---+ D* D;) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Within factorization and the heavy quark limit assumption, neglecting phase space and other ef-
fects that are subleading in the heavy quark expansion, they can be re-written in terms of the decay 
constants [21]: 

Roo = l fo,a 12 
!o, 

R =lfo,ll2 
Dl j' D' s 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

defined from the transition-matrix elements in Section 1.1.2. In the heavy quark limit fo,{j = fo,1 

and !o, = f[), and one would predict R00 ;::::;; R01 if all these assumptions are valid. Estimates of 
fo,{J are available from quark models and QCD sum rule calculations [38, 39] and typically find the 
p-wave states to have similar decay constants as the ground state mesons. Therefore, if fo,0 "'!o, 
one expects 

Roo;::::;;RDl;::::;;l. (1.12) 

Comparison of these predictions with the experimental results by Belle [ 40] and by BABAR (this 
thesis) will be presented in section 4.6. 

It is also interesting that three-body 8 decay to DDK fina! states could be used to test the 
molecular nature of the Ds1 [21]. Qualitatively, the nonleptonic decay 8---+ DD;.~(2317) could 
proceed through two stages: the decay 8---+ DDK, followed by the state DK forming the molecule 
v;1 (2317) with some probability. The measurements of the ratios of two-body an d three-body B 
decay branching ratios could allo w to fin d evidence for the formation of "molecules" in the D(* l K 
state. 



Chapter 2 

The BABAR Detector at SLAC 

2.1 The PEP-11 B-factory 

The mai n physics motivations for PEP-11 [17] are an exhaustive study of CP violation, using the 
rich spectrum of B meson decays, and a broad program of bottom quark, charm quark, 't, and two-
photon physics. This program requires a machine that produces in excess of 107 neutra! B mesons 
per year. The PEP-11 facility consists of two independent storage rings (Fig. 2.1), one located atop 
the other in the 2.2 km tunnel: the high-energy ring (HER), that stores a 9 GeV electron beam, 
and the low-energy ring (LER), that stores 3.1 GeV positrons. The injection system with the 3 km 
long linear accelerator is displayed in Fig. 2.2. The design luminosity of 3 x 1033 cm-2s- 1 is 

PEP-11 

Posit ron s 

lligh Ent•r.gy Rin .l( 

Figure 2.1: The PEP-II storage rings. 

based on high circulating currents (approximately 1-2 A), stored in each ring, separated into more 
than 1600 bunches. The design luminosity was reached in October 2000 while the last best results 
(July 2004) are a luminosity of9.213 x I033 cm-2sec- 1 and currents of 1.5 A for HER and 2.4 A 
for LER. The beams coJJide at a center of mass energy (Ec.mJ of 10.58 GeV. In Fig. 2.3 the 
fìrst three resonances are the lowest-lying S states of a bound bb quark system. The narrowness 
of the resonances reftects their stability against strong decays; the states have insufficient energy 
to decompose into a pair of mesons, each carrying a b quark. The fourth state, Y( 4S), has just 
suffìcient energy (Ey(4s) = 10.58 GeV) to decay to a pair of B mesons (8° and fio or s+ and 
s-); these channels totally dominate the decay of the Y( 4S). For this reason PEP-II is operated 
a t the Y( 4S) bb resonance for a Jarge fraction of the ti me. About 10% of the data is taken at a 
center of mass (c.m.) energy 40 MeV below the Y(4S) peak, to measure hadronic backgrounds 
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Figure 2.2: The injection system and PEP-11. 

from the continuum production of lighter quark pairs (u, d, s, c). The asymmetric beam energies 
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Figure 2.3: The hadronic cross section in e+ e- collisions in the center-of-mass energy region near 
l O GeV The resonances form the Y family interpreted as radia! excitation of a bound bb quark 
pair. The data are fra m the CUSB detector group [ 41]. 

configuration boosts the Y( 4S) in the laboratory frame (BY = 0.56) . The BY boost factor was chosen 
optimizing the sensitivity of the measurement of CP-violating asymmetries in the decays of the B 
mesons [42]. 

2.2 The detector 

The BABAR detector was designed and built by a large international team of scientists and engi-
neers. It consists of a silicon vertex tracker, a drift chamber, a ring-imaging Cherenkov detector, 
and a Csl calorimeter [43]. These detector systems are surrounded by a superconducting solenoid 
that is designed for a field of 1.5 T. The steel ftux return is instrumented for muon and neutra! 
hadron detection. The detector surrounds the PEP-II interaction region. To maximize the geomet-
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ric acceptance for the boosted Y( 4S) decays, the whole detector is offset relative to the beam-beam 
interaction point (lP) by 0.37 m in the direction of the lower energy beam. Fig. 2.4 shows a lon-
gitudinal section through the detector center. The detector is of compact design, its transverse 

3·95 
7857A21 

Figure 2.4: BABAR detector longitudinal section. 

dimension being constrained by the 3.5 m elevation of the beam above the floor. The solenoid 
rad ius was chosen by balancing the physics requirements and performance of the drift chamber 
and calorimeter against the total detector cost. As in many similar systems, the calorimeter was 
the most expensive single subdetector and thus considerable effort was made to minimize its total 
volume without undue impact on the performance of either the tracking system or the calorimeter 
itself. The forward and backward acceptance of the tracking system are constrained by compo-
nents of PEP-II, a pair of dipole magnets (B l) followed by a pair of quadrupole magnets (Q l). 
The vertex detector an d these magnets are placed inside a support tube ( 4.5 m long an d 0.217 m 
inner diameter). The centrai section of this tube is fabricated from a carbon-fiber composite. 

Since the average momentum of charged particles produced in B-meson decay is less than 
l GeV /c, the precision ofthe measured track parameters is heavily influenced by multiple Coulomb 
scattering. Similarly, the detection efficiency and energy resolution of low energy photons are 
severely impacted by materia! in front of the calorimeter. Thus, special care has been taken to 
keep materia! in the active volume of the detector to a minimum. 

Ali BABAR detector systems share a common electronics architecture. Event data from the 
detector flows through the Front-End Electronics (FEE), while monitoring and contro! signa! are 
handled by a separate, paral!el system, the Online Detector Contro! (ODC). Ali FEE systems are 
mounted directly on the detector to optimize performance and to minimize the cable plant, thereby 
avoiding noise in long signa! cables. FEE consists of signa! processing and digitization electronics 
and a trigger latency buffer for storing data during the trigger processing before to transfer data to 
the data acquisition system. 
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The trigger system operates as a sequence of two independent stages, the first leve!, Leve! l 
(Ll), is implemented in hardware, the other, conditional upon the first, Leve! 3 (L3), in software. 
The L1 trigger selection is based on data from DCH, EMC, and IFR. The maximum L1 response 
latency fora given collision is 12 /lS. Based on both the complete event and Ll trigger information, 
the L3 software algorithms select events of interest which are then stored for processing. The L3 
output rate is limited to 120 Hz so as not to overload the downstream storage and processing 
capacity. 

The ODC system controls and extensively monitors the electronics, the environment, and as-
sures the safety of the detector. Its implementation is based o n the Experimental Physics Industriai 
Contro! System (EPICS) toolbox [44], providing detector-wide standardization for contro! and 
monitoring, diagnostics and alarm handling. Monitoring data are archived in an ambient database . 

A summary of the BABAR detector systems is given in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Overview of the coverage, segmentation, and performance of the BABAR detector sys-
tems. The notation (C), (F), and (B) refers to the centrai barrel,forward and backward components 
of the system, respectively. The detector coverage in the laboratory frame is specified in terms of 
the polar angles el (forward) and e2 (backward). The number of readout channels is listed. The 
dynamic range (resolution) ofthe FEE circuits is specifiedfor pulse height (time) measurements 
by an ADC (TDC) in terms of the number of bits (nsec). Performance numbers are quoted far 
l GeV l c particles, except where noted. The performances far the SVT and DCH are quoted far a 
combined Kalman fit (far the definition of the track parameters, se e sec. 2.3.1.) 

e1 No. ADC TDC No. 
System (ez) Channels (bits) (ns) Layers Segmentation Performance 

SVT 20.1 o 150K 4 5 50- 100/lm r-<P crc10 = 55/lm 
(-29.8°) 100- 200/lm z cr20 = 65/lm 

DCH 17.2° 7,104 8 2 40 6-8mm cr<l> = l mrad 
(-27.4°) drift distance ('jtanÀ = 0.001 

crp,IP1 = 0.47% 
cr(dE ldx) = 7.5% 

DIRC 25S 10,752 0.5 l 35 x 17mm2 crec = 2.5 mrad 
( -38.6°) (n:1<j) x /').r) per track 

144 bars 
EMC(C) 27.1 o 2 x 5760 17- 18 l 47 x 47 mm2 crEI E= 3.0% 

(-39.2°) 5760 cysta1s C5q> = 3.9 mrad 
EMC(F) 15.8° 2 x 820 l 820 crystals cre = 3.9 mrad 

(27.1 °) 
IFR(C) 47° 22K+2K l 0.5 19+2 20-38mm 90%/l± eff. 

(-57°) 6- 8%n± mis-id 
IFR(F) 20° 14.5K 18 28-38mm (loose selection, 

(47°) 1.5- 3.0GeV l c) 
IFR(B) -57° 14.5K 18 28-38 mm 

(-26°) 

2.2.1 Background and BABAR protection 

Beam-generated backgrounds affect the detector causing radiation damage to the electronics and to 
the components, limiting the lifetime of the experiment and generating extraneous signals that can 
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degrade resolution and decrease effìciency. Many sources of background are present during norma! 
running conditions: synchrotron radiation from accelerated electrons and positrons; interactions 
between the beam particles and the residua! gas in the rings; electromagnetic showers generated 
by beam-beam collisions. To know the amount of radiation accumulated, a system that monitors 
the instantaneous and integrated dose is installed on SVT, DCH and EMC. 

[n particular, for the SVT there are twelve diodes (called PIN-diodes). They are mounted on 
three horizontal planes, placed at z = + 12.1cm and z = -8.5cm at a radiai distance of 3 cm from 
the beam line. The four PIN-diodes in the middle are exposed to a radiation 10 times more intense 
than the others. These diodes are connected to the beam abort system while the others are used to 
monitor the integrated dose. To dump a beam could be necessary in case of very high radiation 
leve!. Trip thresholds are set to two different time scales: an the instantaneous dose of the order 
of l rad/ms and an average of 50 mrad/s over a 5-min period. After every beam dump the 10-15 
m in peri od of injection has significant radiation exposure, so high-dose events are tolerated as long 
as the dose remains less than the thresholds to maximize the ratio of integrated luminosity over 
the integrated radiation. During the injection thresholds are imposed to higher levels, in order to 
return quickly to take data. 

Since the fìrst year of running, PIN-diodes protected the SVT well but they suffered the damage 
from the integrated dose. The radiation dose is measured by the current in the PIN-diode generated 
by the pass ing of particles. Each PIN-diode has a high leakage cunent which must be subtracted 
from the total cuiTent in order to measure the signa! current from radiation. This leakage current 
has a temperature dependence (roughly 10%/ K) and increase with the radiation damage (cunently 
is of the order of 2-3 pA) . For this reason, new sensors are developed, the pCVD diamonds [45], 
which are much more radiation hard than silicon-based sensors. They were installed near the SVT 
and under test si nce 2002; the replacement of PIN-diodes is expected in 2005 . 

2.2.2 The SVT 

The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) has been designed to provide precise reconstruction of charged 
particle trajectories just outside the beam pipe, thus minimizing the impact of multiple scattering 
on the extrapolation to the vertex. This is criticai for the measurement of the time-dependent CP 
asy mmetry. The mean vertex resolution along the z-axis for a fully reconstructed B decay must be 
better than 80 J.Un and of order,....., lOOJ.U'n in the piane perpendicular to the beam li ne [ 46]. 

Many of the decay products of B mesons have low p, . The SVT must provide standalone 
tracking for parti cles with transverse momentum less than 120 Me V/ c, the minimum that can be 
measured reliably in the DCH alone. This feature is fundamental for the identifìcation of "slow" 
pions from D* -meson decays: a tracking effìciency of 70% or more is desiderable for tracks with a 
transverse momentum in the range 50-120 MeV/c. Beyond the standalone ti·acking capability, the 
SVT provides the best measurement of track angles, criticai to contain uncertainties on the DIRC 
Cherenkov angle for high momentum tracks. 

The SVT (fig. 2.5) is composed of fìve layers of double-sided silicon strip sensors (300J.Un 
thick) that are assembled from modules with readout at each end, thus reducing the inactive ma-
teria! in the acceptance volume. The inner three layers provide position and angle information for 
the measurement of the vertex position. The outer two layers are at much larger radii, providing 
the coordinate and angle measurements needed for linking SVT and DCH tracks. The spatial res-
olution for perpendicular tracks is 10- 15J.Un in the three inner layers and about 40J.U'I1 in the two 
outer layers. 

Each layer is organized in 6, 6, 6, 16, 18 modules, starting from the innermost. Strips on 
opposi te sides of each sensor are oriented parallel (<!> strips) and transversely (z strips) to the beam 
ax is. Modules of the inner three layers are straight, while to minimize the amount of silicon 
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Figure 2.5: A three dimensionai view of the Silicon Vertex Tracker. 

required to cover the solid angle, and to increase the crossing angle for particles near the edges of 
acceptance, the modules of layers 4 and 5 are arch-shaped. 

Allowing an overlap region, the inner modules are tilted in <)l by 5 degrees while layers 4 and 
5 are divided into two sub-layers and placed at slightly different radii. 

The support structure is a rigid body made from two cones connected by a frame, ali in carbon-
fiber. SVT is cooled to remove the heat generated by the electronics. Since it is inaccessible 
during norma! detector operations, reliability and robustness are essential and redundancies are 
built in whenever possible and practical. Major concerns for SVT monitoring are temperature and 
humidity, mechanical position, and radiation dose (see sec. 2.2.1). A cooling system is provided 
with water at 8 degrees Celsius, to eliminate the 350 W dissipated by the SVT modules mainly in 
the Front End Electronics (FEE). Humidity is reduced by a stream of dry air in the support tube to 
avoid condensation. Therrnistors and humidity sensors are employed to check the SVT conditions 
and are used as an interlock to the power supplies in case of risk of damage. 

The FEE consist of A Time-Over-Threshold Macl1ine (ATOM) chips, connected with a thin 
kapton tail to the matching cards. Digitized signals are multiplexed by the MUX modules, con-
verted into optical signals and transmitted to the Readout Modules (ROMs). The power to the 
SVT modules (silicon sensor bias voltage and ATOM low voltages) is provided by a CAEN A522 
power supply system. 

The ATOM chips (fig. 2.6) receive the signals from the silicon sensors. There is a linear 
analog section composed of a preamplifier followed by a shaper; the signals are then presented 
to a comparator, designed so that the output width of the pulse (Time over Threshold or ToT) is a 
quasi-logarithmic function of the collected charge. This output is sampled at 30 Mhz and stored 
in a 193 location revolving buffer. Upon receipt of a Ll trigger, the time and the ToT is retrieved 
from this latency buffer and stored; then, if the event is accepted, the output data are sent to the 
ROMs. 

Once a day, and each time the SVT configuration changes, calibrations are performed in the 
absence of circulating beams. Gain, thresholds and electronic noise are measured, and defective 
channels are identified. The calibration results have proven very stable and repeatable and are 
useful to occasionally discover a new defective channel. 

Since the support tube structure is mounted on the PEP-II accelerator supports, independently 
of BABAR, the SVT needs to be aligned with respect to the rest of the detector, in particular the 
DCH. The alignment is performed in two steps: first determining the relative positions of the 340 
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si li con sensors (l oca! calibration) using tracks from e+ e- ---+ fl+ fl- events an d cosmi c rays; then 
doing an alignment with the global coordinate system defined by the DCH using tracks with suf-
fìcient numbers of SVT and DCH hits. The global alignment parameters are obtained minimizing 
the difference between track parameters obtained with the SVT-only and DCH-only fits. 

The alignment constants obtained in a given run are then used to reconstruct data in the sub-
sequent run (rolling calibration) to correct displacements that can occur during the day due to 
variations of temperature or after magnet quenches, as an example. Movements within a single 
run are small compared to the size of the beam. 

2.2.3 The DCH 

The principal purpose of the Drift CHamber (DCH) is the momentum measurement for charged 
parti cles. I t al so supplies informati o n for the charged parti cl e trigger and a measurement of dE l dx 
for parti c le identification. A resolution of about 7% allows n l K separati an up to 700 Me V l c. The 
reconstruction of decay and interaction vertices outside of the SVT volume, for instance the K~ 
decays, relies solely on the DCH. 

The DCH (fig. 2.7) is of compact design, 3m long, with 40 layers of hexagonal cells. Longi tu-
dina! infonnation is derived from wires placed in 24 of the 40 layers at small angles with respect to 
the z-axis. The layers are grouped by four into ten superlayers, with the same wire orientation and 
equa! numbers of cells in each layer of a superlayer. The stereo angles of the superlayers alternate 
between axial (A) and stereo (U,V) pairs, in the arder AUVAUVAUVA (fig. 2.8). The stereo angles 
vary between ±45mrad and ±76mrad. 

The 7104 drift cells are small: 1.2 x 1.8cm2 along the radiai and azimuthal directions, respec-
tively. The hexagonal celi configuration is desirable because approximate circular symmetry can 
be achieved aver a large portion of the celi. Each celi consists of one sense wire surrounded by 
six field wires. The sense wires are 20f1111 gold-plated tungsten-rhenium, the field wires are 120f1111 
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Figure 2.7: Side view ofthe BABAR drift chamber. The dimensions are in mm. 

Figure 2.8: Celllayout in the BABAR drift chamber. 

and 80pm gold-plated aluminum. 
By choosing low-mass aluminum wires, and helium-based gas mixture (80:20 helium:isobutane) 

the multiple scattering inside the DCH is minimized having a good spatial and dE l dx resolution 
and reasonably short drift time. 50 ns isochrones in a typical celi in a 1.5 T magnetic field are 
shown in fig. 2.9. Spatial resolution of the DCH is 140 pm. 

The chamber volume is about 5.2 m3. Gas mixing is controlled by mass ftow controllers; the 
total ftow is tuned to 15 l l mi n, of which 2.5 l l m in are fresh gas. Complete DCH gas volume is 
recirculated in six hours, and one full volume of fresh gas is added every 36 hours. The pressure 
is maintained at 4 mbar. 

The voltages of the sense wires was initially setto 1960 V and for the field-shaping wires at the 
boundaties of the superlayers to 340 V, supplied by HV assemblies. Guard wires are connected 
to the ground. The chamber voltage was lowered for part of the first run to 1900 V because a 
small region of the chamber that was damaged during the commissioning phase by inadvertently 
applying 2 kV to the guard wires. The wires in this region are now disconnected and the HV is 
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Figure 2.9: 50 ns isochrones in a typical BABAR drift chamber cell. 

currently setto 1930 V forali the others. 
The readout electron ics are mounted o n the backward end p late of the chamber, minimizing the 

amount of materia! in front of the calorimeter endcap and eliminating the heavily shielded cable 
plant. DCH amplifier and digitizer electronics are instalied in electronics front-end assemblies 
(FEAs). The readout is segmented in 16 sectors that reflect the 16-fold symmetry of the celi 
pattern. These sectors are separated by brass cooling bars that provide mechanical support and 
water cooling. 

TDCs and FADCs detect the leading edge of the signa! from the charge arriving at the sense 
wire, then amplify and digitize the time with l ns resolution. The data are written through a 121L5 
trigger latency buffer into 4 levels of event buffers to minimize the dead time. The electronics 
provides prompt trigger signals by sending the hit information from ali 7104 channels to the Leve! 
l Trigger system at a sampling frequency of 3.75 MHz. The system is designed to maintain good 
performance in severe background conditions. The expected single-celi efficiency for the trigger 
signa! is greater than 95%. 

2.2.4 The DIRC 

In arder to investigate rare decays like S0 -t n+1c and s0 -t K+n- kaons and pions must be well 
identified even if they have momenta greater than 1.7 GeV/c where their dejdx measurements 
are not well separated. The Particle Identification (PIO) system relies on the Detector of lnter-
nally Reflected Cherenkov light (DIR C) for nj K separation of "" 4cr or greater, for ali tracks up 
to 4.2 GeVjc. In a quartz radiator (refractive index close to 1.474), the Cherenkov threshold for 
kaons (460 MeYjc) is well below the value of momentum for which there is no possible confu-
sion between a pio n and a kaon through ionization Ioss measurement (dE j dx) in the drift chamber 
(700 Me V j c): the two systems are remarkably complementary as far as nj K separati o n is con-
cerned. Anyway PIO below 700 MeVjc relies primarily on the dEjdx measurements in the DCH 
and SYT. 

The DIRC is based on the principle that the magnitudes of angles are maintained upon reflec-
tion from a flat surface. The DIRC radiator (see fig. 2.10) consists of 144 long, straight bars of 
synthetic quartz with rectangular section, arranged in a 12-sided polygonal barre!. The bars have 
transverse dimensions of 1.7 cm thick by 3.5 cm wide, and are 4.9 m long. 
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Figure 2.10: The DIRC detector. 

The DIRC radiator extends through the steel of the solenoid flux return in the backward direc-
tion, to bring the Cherenkov light, through successive total internai reflections, outside the tracking 
and magnetic volumes. Only this end of the bars is instrumented. A minor placed at the other end 
o n each bar reflects forward-going photons to the instrumented end. The Cherenkov angie a t which 
a photon was produced is preserved in the propagation, modulo a certain number of discrete am-
biguities, some of which can be resolved by the photon arrivai-time measurement. Remaining 
ambiguities are dealt with by the pattern recognition during Cherenkov angie reconstruction . The 
measurement of this angle with the knowledge of the track angle and momentum from the DCH 
allows a determination of the particle velocity. 

An advantage of the DIRC for an asymmetric collider is that high momentum tracks are 
boosted forward which causes a much higher light yield than for particies at norma] incidence. 
This is due to two effects: the longer path lenght in the quartz and the larger fraction of light emit-
ted. In the nominai 1.5 T magnetic field, the DIRC radiator polygon, with an internai radius of 
80 cm, can only be reached by particles produced (at the lP) with transverse momenta iarger than 
250 MeVjc. 

At the instrumented end, the Cherenkov image is allowed to expand. The expansion medium is 
purified water (de-gassed, de-ionized and free of bacteria), whose refractive index matches reason-
ably well that of the bars, thus minimizing the total internai reflection at the quartz-water interface. 
About 11.000 photomultiplier tu bes (PMTs) of 2.82 cm diameter operating directly in water, coi-
lect the Cherenkov light. They are equipped with light concentrators and shieided to maintain the 
magnetic fringe fieid at an acceptabie leve] for PMT operation. 

The dominant contributor to the overall detection efficiency is the quantum efficiency of the 
PMT. Taking into account additional wavelength independent factors, such as the PMT packing 
fraction and the geometrica! efficiency for trapping Cherenkov photons in the fused silica bars via 
total internai reflection, the expected number of photoelectrons is ""'28 fora~= l particle entering 
norma! to the surface at the center of a bar, and increases by over a factor of two in the forward 
and backward directions. 
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2.2.5 The EMC 

The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) is located outside the DIRC and within the magnet cryo-
stat. It is designed to detect electromagnetic showers with excellent energy and angular resolution 
over the energy range from 20 Me V to 4 GeV. This coverage allows the detection of lo w energy 
n°s from B and D51 decays and higher energy photons and electrons from electromagnetic, weak, 
and radiative processes. 

The EMC is built in two sections, a banel and a forward endcap (figure 2.11) made of thallium-
doped cesium iodide (Csi(TI)) crystals. Each crystal is a trapezoid with a length that vary with the 
polar angle from 16.1 (29.76 cm) to 17.6 (32.55 cm) radiation lengths starting from the backward. 
The transverse size of the crystals is chosen to be comparable to the Molière radius (3 .8 cm). The 
crystals are atTanged in modules that are supported individually from an external support structure. 

180.9cm__, 

~ 
26.9° ----------+--

e e+ 

7-96 8184A1 

Figure 2.11: The EMC barre! andforward endcap. 

The barre! consists of 5760 crystals ananged in 48 polar-angle (8) rows of 120 crystals each. 
The endcap is constituted with 9 radial rows of crystals. The angle coverage corresponds to 
- 0.916 ~ cose ~ 0.895 in the center-of-mass frame. 

To obtain the desired resolution, the amount of materia! in front of and in between the crystals 
is held to a minimum. The energy resolution of a homogeneous crystal calorimeter (see fig. 2.12) 
can be described empirically in terms of a sum of two terms added inquadrature 

(2.1) 

where E and a E referto the energy of a photon and its etTor, measured in GeV. The energy depen-
dent term cr1 arises primarily from the fluctuations in photon statistics, but it is also impacted by 
electron i c noise of the photon detector and electronics. Furthermore, beam-generated background 
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Figure 2.12: EMC resolution as afunction ofthe energy. 

will lead to large numbers of additional photons that add to the noise. This term is dominant at 
low energies. The constant term, cr2 is dominant at higher energies (> l GeV). It arises from 
non-uniformity in light collection, leakage or absorpion in the materia! between and in front of the 
crystals, and uncertainties in the calibrations. 

The angular resolution is determined by the transverse crystal size and the distance from the 
interaction point. Empirically 

c 
cre = cr<l> = +d 

y'E(GeV) 
(2.2) 

where c~ 3 mr and d~ 2 mr andE is measured in GeV. 
The individuai crystals are read out by pairs of silicon PIN photodiodes. The diodes are op-

erated at a voltage of 50 V. They have a quantum efficiency of 85% for the CSI(Tl) scintillation 
light. Calibration is made with a 6.13 MeV radioactive source and using colliding beam events 
providing constraints: two-body final states such as e+ e- (Bhabhas), yy, and f-t+ f-t-, as well as 
radiati ve Bhabhas and m states, and a clean subset of n° ~ yy decays in more complex states. 

2.2.6 The IFR 

The instrumented ftux return (IFR) is designed to identify muons and to detect neutra! hadrons. 
Muons are important for CP violation studies, both to reconstruct the 1/W ~ f-t+ f-t- decay and to 
tag the B ftavor in semileptonic decays. 

Por this purpose, the magnet flux return steel in the barre! and the two end doors is segmented 
into layers, increasing in thickness from 2 cm on the inside to 10 cm at the outside. Between these 
steel absorbers, single gap resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are inserted which detect streamers 
from ionizing particles via external capacitive readout strips. 

By grading the segmentation it is possible to improve the performance without increasing 
too much the number of layers, in fact muon identification at low momentum and K~ detection 
improve, for a given amount of absorber, as the thickness of the iron plates decreases. This effect 
is most important in the first absorption length. 

There are 19 layers of RPCs in the barre! sectors and 18 layers of RPCs in the end doors. Two 
additional cylindrical layers of RPCs with four readout planes are placed at a radius just inside 
the magnet cryostat to detect particles exiting the EMC. The barre! extends radially from 1.78 to 
3.01 m and is divided into sextants; the length of each sextant is 3.75 m, and the width varies from 
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1.88 to 3.23 m. Each endcap consists of hexagonal plates, divided vertycally into two parts to 
allow opening of the detector and has a centrai hole for the beam components and the magnetic 
shields. The total detector surface is ~ 2000 m2. 

The RPC consist of two bakelite sheets, 2 mm thick and separated by a gap of 2 mm. The 
resistivity of the bakelite sheets is 1011 - 1012Q cm. The ex tema! surfaces are coated with graphite 
connected to high voltage (~ 8 kV) and ground, and protected by an insulating mylar film. The 
bakelite surfaces facing the gap are treated with linseed oil. The RPCs are operated in limited 
streamer mode and the signals are read out capacitively, on both sides of the gap, by external 
electrodes made of aluminum strips on a mylar substrate. 

Each module has 32 x 32 orthogonal strips connected to the readout electronics. Even and odd 
numbered strips are connected to different front-end cards (FECs), so that a failure of a card does 
not result in a total loss of signa!, since a particle crossing the gap typically generates signals in 
two or more adjacent strips. 

The RPCs operate with a non-ftammable gas mixture, Argon based (56.7%). The discharge 
generated by a ionizing parti c le is quenched by Freon (38.8%) that recapture the electrons, and 
isobutane ( 4.5%) that absorbs UV photons. Oil bubblers monitor the ftow of the gas before and 
after the chambers and protect against overpressure limiting of about l Torr. 

The efficiency of the RPCs is evaluated with cosmic ray. Two different algorithms are used: 
one that uses only IFR information and trigger, the other that uses tracks reconstructed in the 
DCH. All RPC modules were tested and their efficiency measured before installation: 75% of 
them exceed an efficiency of 90%. 

Early test indicated that the RPC dark current was very temperature dependent, increases of 
14 - 20% per °C. After the first summer of operation, the temperature inside the steel roseto more 
than 37 o c and a large fraction of the RPCs(> 50%) showed very high dark currents and reduction 
in effi ciency. Water cooling has been installed on the barre! and end door steel, stabilizing the 
temperature at 20 - 24 o c. After this intervention some of the modules continued to deteriorate. 
For some of this, linseed oil accumulated at various spots under the inftuence of the electric field. 
Sin ce summer 2004 substitution of RPC with Limited Streamer Tu bes (LST) in the IFR has started. 

2.3 Reconstruction methods 

2.3.1 Tracking 

The reconstruction of charged particle tracks use information from the SVT and the DCH. Charged 
tracks are defined by five parameters (do, <)>, w, zo, tanÀ) and their associated error matrix (see 
fi g. 2.13). They are characterised by the point of closest approach (P) to the z-axis; do and zo are 
the distances of this poi n t from the ori gin of the coordinate system in the x - y projection and along 
the z-axis, respective ly. The angle <!> is the azimuthal angle of the track at point P, À the dip angle 
relative to the transverse piane, and w= 1/ p, is its curvature. The sign of do and w depends on 
the charge of the tracks. A Kalman-filter algorithm [ 47] that takes into account the distribution of 
materia! in the detector and the map of the magnetic field is used to find and fìt tracks. 

Tracks are fìrst reconstructed in DCH superlayers, adding unassigned hits with two procedures 
to fìnd tracks that either do not cross the entire DCH or do not originate from the interaction point. 
To the resulting tracks the segments found in the SVT are added. Those with the largest number of 
SVT layers and smallest number of residua! hits are retained. The Kalman fit is performed on the 
DCH hits and on the full set of DCH and SVT hits. A minimum of four space points are required 
to form a good track. To recover tracks scattered in the support tube an attempt is made to combine 
tracks that are only found by one of the two tracking systems. 

The absolute tracking efficiency of the DCH is determined as the ratio of the reconstructed 
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Figure 2.13: Charged tracks parameter definitions. 

DCH tracks to the number of tracks detected in the SVT that fall within the DCH acceptance. 
A t 1960 V voltage the effìciency averages 98 ± l% per track above 200 Me V/ c and polar angle 
8 > 500 mrad. At 1900 V the effìciency is reduced by about 5% for tracks at close to norma! 
incidence. 

SVT have a high standalone tracking effìciency for tracks that have low transverse momentum. 
This feature is important for the detection of D* decays. A detailed study of the relative effìciency 
for slow pion from D* ---+ D0n decays is performed in sec. 2.4. 

In BABAR there are standard criteria to select tracks for different analyses. In particular we use 
a "very loose" selection (Good Tracks Very Loose, GTVL) and a "loose" selection (Good Tracks 
Loose, GTL). The characteristics of the two selections are summarized in the following. 

• GTVL: 

- momentum p < 10 GeV 

- distance of closest approach to (0,0) in the xy piane do < 1.5 cm 

- absolute distance of closest approach to z = O lzo l < l O cm 

A detailed study on the "very loose" selection, with a computation of relative effìciency and 
estimation of the systematic error is given in sec. 2.4. 

• GTL, in addition to the GTVL criteria: 

- transverse momentum PT > 100 MeV 

- 12 or more DCH hits 

The effìciency for "loose" selected tracks as a function of Pr. 8, <P and of the number of 
tracks present in the event is shown in fig. 2.14. The average effìciency in data (simulation) 
is 96.37% (96.95%) for the HV of the DCH setto 1930 V. To correct for differences be-
tween simulation and data we apply a correction of -0.8% per track. The systematic error 
associated to this correction is 1.3% per track. If the event has a track multiplicity higher 
than 5, an additional factor of 0.7% to the systematic error should be added to compensate 
for the fact that the result was extracted from the analysis of low multiplicity e+ e- ----7 't'+ -c 
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events [48] while there is a multiplicity dependence. In this case the total systematic error 
is 1.4% per track. 
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Figure 2. 14: Good Tracks Loose efficiency plotsfor DCH at 1930 V. Black dots are from data and 
empty dots are from sùnulation. Dependence of efficiency on p1, 8, <P and multiplicity are shown 
( startùrg from top left corner). There is a dependence o n track multiplicity. 

2.3.2 Particle identification 

An unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed to incorporate ali information provided by the 
measurements of space (emitted Cherenkov angle) and ti me (arrivai ti me of the photons) from the 
DIR C. The angular opening of the Cherenkov radiation eone depends on the particle speed: 

l 
cos8c = R 

nf-1 
(2.3) 

where 8c is the Cherenkov opening angle, n is the refractive index of the materia! and B is the 
particle velocity divided by the speed of light. The reconstructed Cherenkov angle has an ambigu-
ity that can be up to 16-fold. The reconstruction program associates the track with the candidate 
PMT signa! within the intrinsic PMT time spread of 1.5 ns, overconstraining the measurement and 
dea li ng with ambiguities on the arrivai time of photons and situations of high backgrounds. 
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The resolution on the track Cherenkov angle is 

cr - crc,y 
C,track- .jFT; (2.4) 

where crc,y is the single photon angle resolution (rv 10.2 mrad) obtained from di-muon events and 
Npe is the number of photoelectrons associated with the track. 
Finally a likelihood value is provided for each of the five stable particle types (e, /1, n, K, p) for 
the track combining the information from SVT, DCH and DIRC. 
In sec. 3.3 we will use two Particle IDentification (PIO) criteria based on a likelihood value com-
puted using dE l dx informati o n from DCH and Cherenkav angle from DIRC. They are introduced 
h ere: 

• KMicroNotPion: it is optimized with respect to kaon efficiency by rejecting identified pions 
not compatible with beeing a kaon ("Not A Pion"). A plot of selection efficiency versus 
momentum for these criteria is represented in fig. 2.15, 2.16; 

• KMicroTight: i t is designed to keep mis-identification below 5% up to momenta of 4 GeV l c. 
It uses the DIRC only for p > 0.6 GeV l c . The efficiency is lowered by the harder ("Tight") 
requirements, see also fig. 2 .17, 2.18 
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2.3.3 Photon and n° reconstruction 
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Tipically a shower spreads over many adjacent EMC crystals forming a cluster of energy deposi t. 
Clusters from different showers can merge and algorithms are necessary to differentiate clusters 
with one energy maximum from bumps of clusters with more than one local energy maximum. 

A cluster should have at least one crystal with an energy above 10 Me V. lf surrounding 
crystals exceeds a threshold of l MeV they are considered part of the cluster and also if they are 
contiguous neighbors of a crystal with at least 3 MeV. A bump is associated with a charged particle 
by projecting a track to the inner face of the calorimeter. lf the distance between the bump centroid 
and the track impact point is consistent with the angle and momentum of the track, the bump is 
associated with this charged particle. Otherwise, it is assumed to originate from a neutra] particle. 
Electromagnetic showers are separated from charged hadron showers on the basis of the shower 
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energy, latera! shower moments, and track momentum. The latera! distribution of the energy in a 
crystal (LAT) is defined in sec. B.2 

To reconstruct a n°, two y showers are combined. The invariant mass resolution is dominated 
by the energy resolution at low energies and by the angular resolution at high energies because the 
two photons are almost collinear. In fig. 2.19 is reported the invariant m(yy) for n° that satisfy a 
loose selection. See sec. 3.2.1 for more details about the selection of n° in B-+ D 51D (• ) decays . 
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2.4 "Soft" pion reconstruction efficiency 

The study of the reconstruction efficiency of the "soft" pion and the systematic enor associated is 
fundamental not only for the D 5.1D* decays but also for ali the analyses that make use of the D * . 
Furthermore the identification of the charge of the D* through the measurement of the soft pion is 
also used to tag the B flavor in analyses that need to distinguish between 8° and 8°. 

In this section we will describe a technique, first introduced in [49], to extract the relative 
efficiency for low momentum charged pions, also called "soft" or "slow" pions, produced in a D * 
decay. We then estimate the systematic uncertainty associated to tracks reconstructed and selected 
with the "very loose" criteria defined in sec. 2.3.1. 
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2.4.1 Motivations and method 

The b quark mainly decays to a c quark, since the CKM matrix element l Vcb l is close to unity; 
therefore in a B-factory there is a large production of charmed particles as secondary products 
of B decays. In particular, the inclusive D* branching ratio in B decays is high: 22.5% [24]. 
The main decay mode fora D* is D0n+ (67.7%) but the Q-value for this decay is quite small, 
145.42±0.01 Me V, against a n mass of 139.57018±0.00035 Me V [24]; the decay into D+n° is also 
possible (30. 7%) but this is less favoured sin ce the D+ is heavier than the D0 . As a consequence of 
the small energy available, the momentum of the pio n is al so very low (n5 ); its detection is difficult 
and depends strongly on the magnitude of the transverse momentum, determined by the angle of 
the emission in the detector. In generai, particles that have low transverse momentum will cross 
only a few layers in the detector (or even no layer at ali), andare less well measured, with loss of 
efficiency. 

The goal of this section is to describe a method to estimate the inefficiency in the reconstruc-
tion of the soft pions as a function of their momentum in the laboratory. Since we cannot know 
the absolute number of lost soft-pions, we will measure a relative efficiency normalized to the 
efficiency for reconstructing high momentum tracks. 

This method is based o n the determination of the so called helicity angle 8*, of the soft pio n 
n5 in the two-body decay D*+ --+ D0n;, defined as the angle between the n5 direction of motion in 
the D* rest frame and the direction of motion of the D* (fig. 2.20). 

1- ro n1 e 

..................................... ........................... :_:.~ ... 

Figure 2.20: Definition of the slow pian helicity angle 8* 

It will be shown in par. 2.4.2 that the helicity angle 8* distribution is an even function of 
cos 8*. Any asymmetry that may appear in the distributions can be attributed to the efficiency loss 
in the detection of slow pions at small values of 8*. To enhance this effect, since a slower D* will 
correspond in average to a slower n5 , we look at the helicity angle distlibution in different intervals 
of D* momentum. We expect those corresponding to the slower D* to be more asymmetric. In 
fact, fora given D* momentum, the relation between the energy of the ns and cos8* is linear: 

Ere, = y (E~,+~ P~,cos8*) (2.5) 

E~ .• = 145.0MeV, P~, = 39.3MeVjc 

where Ens is the energy in the laboratory, P~, and E~, are the momentum and the energy of the soft 
pion in the D* rest frame; y and ~ are the boost parameters of the D* in the B rest frame. 

The relative efficiency for reconstructing soft pions as a function of their laboratory momenta 
can be finally estimated from combined fit of the experimental helicity angle distributions in eight 
D* laboratory momentum bins (sec. 2.4.3). 

At PEP-11 the D* is produced in both B meson decays and in the fragmentation of cc events. 
The p(D*) distribution, fig. 2.21, shows a peak at low momentum from B decays and a long tail a t 
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higher momentum due to cc fragmentation . The division in eight bins of different widths is also 
shown . In each of them the relationship between the slow pion momentum and cos8* is roughly 
l inear. Fig. 2.2 1, shows the slow n laboratory momentum as a function of cos8*, for each bi n 
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Figure 2.21: The histogram an the left shows the D* laboratory momentum spectrumfor a mixture 
ofbb and cc simulated events representative ofthe data collected at the Y(4S) . The distribution is 
divided into eight bins. The plot on the right shows the slow n laboratory momentum as afunction 
ofthe cos8*, where 8* is the helicity angle defined in the text. The top (bottom) set ofpoints isfor 
p( D*) bin 8 (bin l). 

of p( D*), fora mixture of bb and cc simulated events representative of the data collected at the 
l( 4S) . Any given slow pion momentum value is sampled by at least two p(D* ) bins. This overlap 
makes it possible to determine the effìciency at low momentum relative to the effìciency at high 
momentum, where other independent effìciency measurements are possible. 

The analysis method including the subtraction of the background is described in par. 2.4.3. 
Results are summarized in sec. 2.4.4. 

2.4.2 Helicity distribution 

Let us now introduce a few basic concepts: the polarization, the alignment and the helicity of the 
particles, to understand why the helicity angle distribution is symmetric in D* decays if expeJi-
mental ineffìciency effects are excluded. 

ln the quark mode!, a meson is composed of two spin ~ valence quarks that can combine 
to fonn four spin states in the absence of orbita! angular momentum. In the base J, and its z-
component, l z, they are the vector states Jl , l >, Jl , O >, Jl, -l >, an d the pseudoscalar state 
JO, O >. The helicity formalism describes the angular distributions and correlations in the produc-
tion and decay of particles with non-zero spin. For a particle with momentum p, the helicity is 
defìned as 

l · p 
À =~fii' (2.6) 
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that in the case of a spin-1 particle is just the z-component of the spin when the z-direction has 
been chosen as the ftight direction of the meson. The helicity density matrix, whose elements are 
formed of bilinear combinations of the helicity amplitudes, is used to organize information about 
the spin of a particle. The diagonal elements Pu, with Lì.. Pu = l, represent the probability that 
the particle has helicity À. 

Statistica! expectations are that ali helicity states of a spin l particle are equally populated, but 
production and fragmentation dynamics can lead to polarized particles. A system of particles is 
polarized if there is a net angular momentum, i.e. Pì..ì.. =f. P - ì..- ì.. for some helicity À. For the case of 
a vector meson decaying to two pseudoscalar mesons, the angular distribution can be written [50] 

d[' 3 2 * 
d 8 = No-[(1- Poo) + (3Poo- l )cos 8 J cos * 4 

(2.7) 

where 8* is the helicity angle defined previously, and No is a normalization factor. By using the 
variable 

3Poo- l a = ---
1- Poo ' 

the angular distribution can be re-expressed as 

d[' ? 
-- =N (l+ acos-8*) 
dcos8* 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where N is a normalization factor egual to 3 l ( 6 + 2a). The value of a can range between - l an d 
+oo, where the angular distribution would be isotropic ifa= O, proportional to sin28* ifa = -l 
and proportional to cos28* if a ---+ oo. The a parameter is expected to be zero for D* production 
from the continuum, but may be non-zero forD* hadrons from B decay [51]. Since we will have 
D* produced in both resonant (trough aB meson from bb) and non-resonant (from fragmentation 
in cc) decays, the information on a in the distribution will be mixed-up, at least for low momentum 
D*. But the a value is not actually relevant in our analysis, since what matters is the symmetry in 
the helicity angle distributions. Moreover with more detailed studies it is possible, in principle, to 
disentangle a for bb and cc. 

As we already sai d, we can assume that any asymmetry observed in d[' l dcos8* is therefore 
due to a relative efficiency asymmetry that can be mapped on to a specific part of the slow n 
momentum spectrum. 

2.4.3 Analysis Procedure 

In this section the procedure adopted to select events with a D* candidate and estimate and subtract 
backgrounds is described in more detail. Particular care in background subtraction is needed to 
avoid producing additional distortions in the helicity distributions. At the end we will choose a 
function to mode! the soft pion efficiency and fit its parameters. The results are given in the next 
subsection. 

We select the decay chain: D*+ ---+ D0n+, D0 ---+ K - n+ and charge-conjugate, using only three 
tracks: one kaon, one fast pion, and one slow pion candidate. The soft n from the D* is recon-
structed following a "very loose" selection (GTVL) as defined in section 2.3.1. The kaon and the 
fast pion from the D0 are also required to satisfy the "loose" conditions (GTL). All the tracks are 
required to be in the tracking fiducia! volume defined by the polar angle 8: - 0.824 < cose < 0.91 7; 
outside this range the tracks fall outside the active detector geometry. 

We require a converging vertex fitto combine the kaon and pion tracks into the D0 candidate. 
We fix its mass to the nominai D0 mass [24] (mass constraint), then reconstruct the D* with the soft 
pion track. We refit the vertex with the slow pion with the mass constraint for the D* candidate, 
since this procedure improves the invariant mass resolution, 
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Figure 2.22: Signa! (zone l) and sideband regions (zone 2-4) in 8m- m(Kn) piane. 

To identify the kaon in the D0 decay we use SVT, DCH and DIRC information: tracks that 
satisfy the particle identification requirement (PIO) for the kaon hypothesis (KMicroNotPion cri-
teria, defined in sec. 2.3 .2) are used to reconstruct "Good-PTD" D* candidates. To define a contro! 
sample for an estimate of the background, other D* candidates are formed in exactly the same way, 
but using for the kaon candidate a track that does not satisfy the PIO requirement ("PID-antiselect" 
D* candidates). 

The background subtraction procedure uses two kinematic variables: mDo (the invariant mass 
m(Kn)) and the difference between the invariant mass of the D* and D0 candidates 8m = mD• -

mDo. We define for the two variables a signa! region, and a sideband region, that is used to estimate 
background events in the signa) region by extrapolation. They are defined as (fig. 2.22): 

• m(Kn) signa) region: 1.863± (3 x 0.007) GeV/c 

• m(Kn) sideband region: ( 1.863- 8 x 0.007) ± (3 x 0.007) GeV/c 
and (1.863 + 8 x 0 .007) ± (3 x 0.007) GeV/c 

• 8m signa) region: 0.1454 ± (3 x 0.010) GeV/c 

• 8m sideband region:(O.l454+ 14 x 0.0010) ± (6 x 0.010) GeV/c 

Reconstructed events can be classified in four categories : 

l. Signal candidates: real D0 ~ K - n+ from a o •+ and a rea! slow pion from a D*+; it should 
be in the small box region (zone 1). 
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2. real-D0 + bad-n5 : a rea! D0 ---+ K-n+ that may or may not have come from a D*+ com-
bined with a slow pion that is a fake track or did not come from a D*+ ; i t should be in the 
intersection of m(Kn) signa! region and 8m sideband region (zone 2). 

3. bad-D0 + real-n5 : a mis-reconstructed D0 with a rea! slow pion from a D*+ . This is mostly 
D0 ---+ K- K+, D0 ---+ K-n+n°, D0 ---+ n-n+, or cases where the kaon and pion assignments 
have been swapped; it should be in the intersection of 8m signa! region and m(Kn) sideband 
region. This is essentially signa! and should not be subtracted (zone 3). 

4. Combinatorie background: fake D0 with a slow pion that is a fake track or did not come 
from a D*+; 

The real background to be subtracted is the one described in point 2 and 4. The subtraction 
procedure requires a few steps for each bin n of the laboratory momentum of the D* Po· and 
illustrated in fig. 2.23: 

• consider the "PID-antiselect" sample (B) in the m(Kn) sideband region (zones 3 and 4); 
divide the number of events in the 8m signa! (zone 3) by the number of events in the 8m 
sideband (zone 4). This gives the scale factor (j(n)) to extrapolate the background from 
sideband to signa! in 8m in the n-th bin of P o•: 

(2.10) 

• consider the "Good-PID" (S) sample events in 8m sideband region, m(Kn) signa! region 
(zone 2) rescaled by the previous factor. This value is the factor b(n) to rescale background 
in the n-th bin of Po< 

(2.11) 

• use this factor to obtain the rescaled (R) cos 8* distlibution given by the "PID-antiselect" 
sample in 8m signa!, m(Kn) sideband (events in zone 2): 

( 
dN ) (n) ( dN ) (n) b(n) 

dcos8* R = dcos8* 8 2 . B~1) 
(2.12) 

• subtract the previous result to the same distribution for the "Good-PID" sample in the signa! 
region (red zone l) to obtain the fina1 distribution: 

( 
dN )(n)= ( dN )(n)_ ( dN )(n) 

dcos8* F dcos8* s dcos8* R 
(2.13) 

The goal of this rather complicated procedure is to estimate the amount of combinatorie back-
ground and background from real-D0 and badly reconstructed ns in the signa! region, using back-
ground samples defined by sidebands, that cover the same soft pion kinematic range within each 
p(D*) bin n. The distributions are shown in fig. 2.24 The background subtracted distribution in 
cos8* is fitted bin by bin in p(D*) with the angular distribution function (2.9) convoluted with the 
efficiency function: 

{ 
l l 

E(p) = O- f3(p-po)+ J if p > Po 
if p ::::; Po 

(2.14) 

where Po is the momentum value conesponding to the efficiency threshold and B describes how 
fast the efficiency function rises to the plateau value. The parameters fitted are eighteen: two for 
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Figure 2.23: Background subtraction procedure: the plots on the left show the 8m distribution of 
the signa! (top histogram) and the PID-antiselect m(Kn) sideband (zoom in th.e bottom h.istogram) 
rescaled by thefactor b computed in eq. 2.11 . In th.is way the two samples agree in the 8m sideband 
region by construction. Th.e ratio ofthe area ofth.e two colored regions (zone 3 and 4 in.fig. 2.22) 
gives the scale factor f, computed in eq. 2.10, neededfor comparing th.e 8m signa! and sideband 
regions (zone l and 2 infig. 2.22) in m(Kn) shown on the right. The integrai ofthe colored region 
in the plots on the right gives the amount of combinatorie and real-D0 and badly reconstructed ns 
background. The excess to the left of the m(Kn) peak in the signa/ distribution aver the rescaled 
distribution from th.e 8m sideband is due to D0 --+ K+ K - and D0 --+ K - n+n°. 
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Figure 2.24: Helicity distribution andfit resultsfor the on-resonance data. The events are divided 
in bins of p( D*+) as shown in Figure 2.21, where bin l (8) is the lowest (highest) p( D*+) bin. The 
points with error bars are background-subtracted reconstructed cos 8* histograms and the dashed 
histogram is the result of the fit. 

each bin in p(D*) (N and a) and two for the efficiency function, ~ and p0 . Each cos8* distribution 
has 16 bi ns. Since each bi n in each of the cos 8* distributions covers a significant range in cos 8* 
and p(D*+), a two-dimensional numerica] integration is performed: fora given cos8* bin n (n= 
l, 16) in the k! 11 distribution in bi n k (k = l, 8), if i indicates a step in cos 8* within the given bi n 
(i= l, 10) and j indicates a step in p(D*+) within the bin (j = l , 10), the integration is calculated 
as 

Snk = L E(po , ~ ' Pij) . Nk( l- <Xk cos 8n 
ij 

Pij = V(~jYjP* cos 8j +yjE*)- m~ 
The fit is performed minimizing the global x_2: 

X2 
= L,(Dnk-Snk) 2 fcrb"k 

nk 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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where Dnk is the height of bin n in histogram k and cr0 "k is the statistica! enor on Dnk· The 
integration above assumes a locally uniform distribution in cos 8*. The asymmetry due to the 
changing efficiency is largest for the low p(D*+) bins, as shown in fig. 2.24. The fit reproduces 
the experimental data satisfactori ly (see sec. 2.4.4). 

2.4.4 Results 

The results of the fits are presented in table 2.2 for each DCH voltage subsample, that is for periods 
where the DCH tracking efficiency could vary due to different high voltage settings. It should be 

Table 2.2: Results af the fit an variaus sample. 
sample B P o xz 
data 1999-2000 DCH 1900 175±19 66.0±0.4 1.60 
data 2000 DCH 1960 147 ± 17 65.2 ±0.5 1.25 
data 200 l DCH 1930 170± 11 65.2 ±0.2 2.81 
data 2002 170± 13 65.8 ± 0.3 2.23 
ali data 170±7 65.5 ±0.2 4.78 
simulation 148 ± 16 65.0± 0.4 1.40 

noted that the BABAR detector, using the SVT also for tracking purposes, achieves a very low 
threshold (about 65 Me V/ c) for the detection of pions and reaches a relative efficiency of about 
90% already at about 100 MeVjc. 

The comparison of the relative efficiency curves obtained separately in data and simulation is 
useful to estimate the systematic uncertainty on the efficiency for reconstructing soft pions and 
in generai to a track selected with "very loose" criteria (see fig. 2.25). Taking the integrai of 
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Figure 2.25: Relative efficiency as defined in eq. 2.14, far slaw pians, far simulatian (histagram) 
andfar data ( dats). 

the effìciency as a function of soft 1t laboratory momentum for data and simulation, the relative 
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difference is 0.9%. For high-momentum "very loose" selected tracks the agreement between data 
and simulation is extracted from hadronic 't decays events [48]. The sum in quadrature of this 
number (1.3%) with the previous uncertainty give the final systematic value of 1.6%. 



Chapter 3 

The B---+ Ds1D(*) analysis 

As shown in Section 1.3, the S---+ D51D(•) decays are the best environment to study the D5; states. 
In this chapter we will describe the analysis and the procedure to measure combined branching 
ratios of Sand D5; decays and quantum numbers for the 0 5;(2460). 

The choice of decay channels and of the intermediate states (for instance D and Ds mesons), 
and the data samples used in this analysis are described in Section 3.1, together with the analysis 
strategy. 

Pre- selection of a reduced data set is described in Section 3.2. Fina! selection criteria for 
intermediate particles 3.3 and for S candidates (Section 3.4) are based on a study of simulated 
signa! and background events. 

The methods used to study backgrounds peaking in the signa! region, to estimate efficiencies 
and "cross-feed" between different signa! channels are described in Section 3.5. 

To validate the analysis method, we also use a contro[ sample of decays S ---+ D~*) o H using 
the same requirements to reconstruct the intermediate states; the branching ratios obtained are 
compared with the available previous measurements (Section 3.6). 

Two different naming conventions for the two D 5; states are based on the masses, D;1 (2317) 
and Ds;(2460), and plausible assumptions on the spin, Dso and D5 t, respectively. The symbol 
D_(•) is used to represent one of the mesons D0 , D*0 , o- , o•- and charge conjugates; a similar 
conventi an is used forD.~*) . 

3.1 Analysis strategy 

We will considerali the possible S fina! states containing a D_(•) and a D5; mesons, that means the 
following eight S decay modes: 

• s+ ---+ b 0D;1 (2317) +; s +---+ b 0D51 (2460) + 

• s 0 ---+ o-o;1 (2317)+ ; s 0 ---+ o - Ds1(246o)+ 

• s+---+ D*0D;1 (2317) + ; s +---+ b*0D51 (2460)+ 

• s 0 ---+ o•-o;1 (23 17)+ ; s 0 ---+ o ·- os.J(246o)+ 

The D~.t is reconstructed in the decay modes: 

• o;.~ (2317) + ---+ Dt rr0 

• Ds.J(2460)+ ---+ o ;+n° 

45 
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What we actually measure is the product of the B and D51 branching ratios. So at the end we 
will ha ve twelve measurements, distinguishing the two D 51 (2460) fina! states in the same B decay 
channel. We aim to observe previously unmeasured decay chains (fina! state with Dd, D*0) , 

and improve the branching ratio ('B) measurements for known decays (fina! states with D± and 
D0). We will use the decays B+ --7 b 0D51 (2460) + and B0 -+ v - D51 (2460) + to extract D5;(2460) 
quantum numbers by means of an angular analysis. 

The intermediate states are fully reconstructed in the following decays: 

• D0 -+ K- n+ D0 -+ K- n+ n° D0 -+ K- n+ n- n+ 
' ' 

• D*o -+ Dono, D*o -+ Doy 

• D*+-+ D0 n+ 

• v •+ -+ v +y s s 

By adding selected n° or y to reconstructed D}*l , D51 candidates are constructed, which are sub-
sequently combined with other D (* l candidates into B candidates. W e use kinematic variables to 
disentangle signa! and background and selection criteria optimized with simulated events. 

In summary, we are considering (D0, v +, D* and D *0) x (D 5n°, v ; n° and D 5y) fina! states and 
we select at most one B candidate for each of the twelve fina! state for each event. Events which 
are found to be compatible with one of the eight two- body decays B --7 D~*) v (•)(O) are discarded 
in the D5; analysis, but are considered separately in order to obtain a useful contro! sample (see 
Section 3.6). 

To compute the branching ratios we need to know the total number of BB pairs produced, the 
number of selected events, the reconstruction effìciency, the branching ratios of the intermediate 
D(* l, D}*) sub-decays an d an estimate of the background. 

We take the branching fractions of the intermediate D (*) , D~*) sub-decays from ref. [24] . The 
number of BE pairs and the integrated luminosity are summarized below. 

The number of observed events in data is fìtted in the m(D~~)+ ) invariant mass distributions 
(Section 4.2) subtracting non-peaking background on a statistica! basis. These distributions are 
constructed selecting one B candidate per event for each of the twelve B mode (Section 3.4.4) 
estimating the efficiencies and the peaking background source, the cross-feed between different 
signa! channels. 

This analysis is performed on data recorded by the BABAR detector o n the Y( 4S) peak between 
1999 and 2002. Data taking periods are divided in runs; the data sample corresponds to the runs 
1-3. The associated integrated luminosity is .L ';::j 113 fb- 1, corresponding to [122.1 ± 0.6(stat ) ± 
1.3(syst)] millions of BB events. Simulation studies are performed on generic (e+e- --7 qZj ,BB, 
no B-+ D5;D(*l ), signal (e+ e- -t BB,B -t D51D (*)) and background (e+ e- -+ BB,B -t Di*) D(*l ) 
events. 

Approximately one hundred million genetic decays of each initial state B+ B- and B0 B0 , w h ere 
signal decay modes associated with this analysis are not produced, are mainly used to verify the 
absence of background from other processes peaking in the signa l regio n (Section 3.5.1). 

To estimate the reconstruction effìciency signa! decay modes are produced supposing that 
v;1 (2317) and D5;(2460) decay are a scalar and a vector mesons respectively. The masses and 
widths used are mo,{) = 2316MeY/ c2, 1o,{J = 1MeY for D5o and mo., 1 = 2457MeY/ c2, 1o<~ = 
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l MeV for D51 . We distinguish different intermediate states, simulating separately modes with the 
same 8 and D51 decay but different D or Di decay. In total we simulated sixty different signal 
decay modes, detailed in table A. l. 

Two-body decays 8-+ Dl*) D(*) are expected to be a major background to the B-+ otd*l 
analysis: the specific selection criteria applied to suppress it is described in Section 3.4.2 and 
Section 3.5.2). Therefore, samples of 55000-61000 events per Ds x D decay submode (e.g. <j>n x 
Knn°, ... ) have been simulated. The detailed list of modes is given in table A.2. This sample is 
also used in a measurement of B-+ Di*) D(*) branching ratios (Section 3.6), which provides an 
important cross check of the analysis procedure and the detector mode!. 

3.2 Pre-selection 

In this section we will describe the selection of the intermediate particles that will be used to 
reconstruct the B decay modes. 

First of ali we do not process ali the BABAR data but only those that satisfy mini mal requirement 
to be a multi-hadron physics event candidate [52]. 

• at least three loose selected tracks in fiducia! volume 0.41 < 8 < 2.54; 

• the ratio of the second to the zeroth Fox-Wolfram moment (calculated from the selected 
tracks + neutra!) R2 < 0.5 (see Section B.1); 

• T o tal energy ( charged + neutra!) > 4.5 GeV; 

• xy distance (see Section 2.3 .1 ) between primary vertex and measured beam spot J ~~ + ~; < 
O.Scm; 

• z distance (see Section 2.3.1) between primary vertex and measured beam spot l ~z l < 6 cm. 

The primary vertex is computed using a fast algorithm that uses only the charged tracks. To 
compute the total energy, the neutra! clusters used are in the angular region 0.41 < 8 < 2.409 and 
h ave an energy greater than 30 Me V. The efficiency of keep BE events with this requirements is 
very high: Ess = 0.954. 

Hadronic events contain a rather large number of tracks and photons: to reduce the combi-
natorics we use a pre- selection procedure. Only those D and Di candidates and theirs parti-
cles daughters that satisfy the criteria discussed below are actually considered (Section 3.2.2), 
before combining them with a selected n° or y (Section 3.2.1) to make the fina! 8 candidates 
(Section 3.2.4). 

3.2.1 Reconstruction of n° and n° veto on y 

Reconstructed n° candidates are built from pairs of photons with an energy E(y) > 30MeV and 
a latera! shower shape consistent with the expected pattern of the energy deposit for an electro-
magnetic shower. This is expressed by requiring LAT < 0.8 (see Section B.2). The invariant mass 
is required to be in the window 115 < m(yy) < 150MeVjc2 . To improve the n° momentum res-
olution, a mass constrained (see Section 2.4.3) fit is applied to the n° used in the D0 , D*0 , and B 
reconstruction. 

Single photons are used in the decays D*0 -+ D0y, o ;+ -+ Diy, and B -+ D(*) Di y. The photons 
selected have E(y) > 100MeV and LAT < 0.8. To reduce the huge combinatoria! background 
from n° -+ yy decays, a n° veto is applied: photons should not belong to a n° candidate built from 
two photons with E(y) > 100MeV and LAT < 0.8, and having an invariant mass 115 < m(yy) < 
150MeVjc2 . 
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3.2.2 Reconstruction of the D0, D+ an d Di mesons 

The decay modes with higher reconstruction efficiency and large branching fraction are chosen to 
reconstruct intermediate mesons. The first one is mainly affected by the number of charged tracks 
and photons in the fina) states. Track reconstruction efficiency is higher than photon reconstruction 
efficiency, and we discard final states with iow product of efficiency and branching fraction (E'B) , 
as an exampie D0 ---+ K2 n+ n-, and D*+ ---+ D+n° where the neutrai pion have also rather small 
energy (see Section 3.2.3). In the Di decays, the presence of an intermediate particle, like the <!>in 
the Di ---+ <!>n+ decay, can be used to reject the combinations using a mass cut with iittie efficiency 
ioss. We choose to fully reconstruct D and D s mesons in the modes reported in tabie 3.1 , with the 
corresponding branching fractions . The branching fractions for <!> ---+ K+ K- and K*0 ---+ K±n'f are 

T ab le 3.1: D, Di mesons branching Jractions [24]. 
Mode Branching Fraction (%) 
D0 ---+ K n+ 3.80±0.09 
D0 ---+ K-n+n° 13.0±0.8 
D0 ---+ K-n+n+n- 7.46 ± 0.31 
D+ ---+ K-n+n+ 9.2±0.6 
Di ---+ <!>n+ x<!>---+ K+K - 1.77 ±0.44 
Di ---+ K*°K+ ) x K*0 ---+ K - n+ 2.20±0.60 

(49.1 ± 0.6)% and,....., 66% respectiveiy. 
The selection criteria used at the pre- seiection leve) to reconstruct the D's are summarized 

in appendix A.2 (Tabie A.3 for D0 and D+ and Tabie A.4 for D5 ). Charged pions are selected 
between tracks that pass a very loose seiection (GTVL, see Section 2.4.3). Charged Kaons are 
seiected between tracks that pass a very loose selection and are required to satisfy the PIO for the 
kaon hypothesis (KMicroNotPion, see Section 2.4.3). The invariant D mass is required to be in 
a wide window centered at the nominai D mass vaiue [24], varying from ±30MeV to ±SOMeV 
depending from the decay mode. The D0 ---+ K - n+ n° require a wider window because the energy 
ioss of the photons from n° can cause an asymmetric mass distribution with a queue at low values. 

For the decays Di ---+ <!>n+ and Di ---+ K*° K+, the <!> candidates are reconstructed from K+ K -
pairs with a mass within ±12.5MeVIc2 of the nominai<!> mass; the K*0 candidates are built from 
K +n- pairs with a mass within ±25 Me V l c2 of the nominai K*0 mass. The invariant Di mass is 
required to be in a ±30MeV window centered at the nominai Di mass value [24]. 

D (s) candidates are built by combining the kaon, pion(s) and n° fitted to a common vertex but 
with no requirement of convergence. This computation is useful to have another handle for the 
final seiection. 

3.2.3 Reconstruction of the D*, D*0 and D; mesons 

The decay modes used to reconstruct D*, D*0 and D; mesons together with their known branching 
fractions [24] are summarized in table 3.2. 

D*+ ---+ D0n+ are reconstructed by combining the D0 candidates defined above with a charged 
track, applying the very loose selection. The mass difference !::.m between the masses of D* and 
D0 candidates is required to be within 4 .1MeVIc2 of its nominai vaiue [24], 5.1MeVI c2 for the 
case in which the D0 is reconstructed into the channel D0 ---+ K - n+ n°. 

D*0 ---+ D0n° decays are reconstructed by combining the D0 candidates defined above with n° 
candidates built as in 3.2.1. A p*(n°) < 450MeVIc cut is apptied on their momentum in the Y(4S) 
frame. The reconstructed D*0 - D0 mass difference is required to be 138 < !::.m < 146 Me V l c2 . 
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T ab le 3.2: D *, D*0 and D; mesons branching fractions [24]. 
Mode Branching Fraction (%) 
D*+ ---+ D0 n+ 67.7 ± 0.5 
D*o ---+ Dono 61.9 ± 2.9 
D*o---+ Doy 38.1 ± 2.9 
D; ---+ DsY 94.2 ± 2.5 

The D* pre-selection criteria are listed in table A.5. Decays D*0 ---+ D0y and D;+ ---+ D'ty 
are reconstructed by combining the D0 or D't candidates defined above with a n° vetoed pho-
ton (sec.3.2.1). D*0 (D;) candidates are selected if the D*0 - D0 (D;+ - D't) mass difference is 
l 12 < /).m < l 72 Me V l c2 (114 < f). m < 174M e V l c2). The /).m mass difference for the D* , D*0 an d 
D~ are reported in Figure 3.4 for data and simulation (see also Section 3.3.1). 

3.2.4 Reconstruction of the B meson 

The D(*) and Di* ) candidates, as defined above, and n° or y candidates are combined together 
reconstructing each one of the fina) states D(*lDi*l , D (*)Di*)no and D (*)DsY· Neutra) pions are 
built as described in section 3.2.1 with no momentum or energy requirement. Photons are selected 
as described in section 3.2.1 with the n° veto. 

We defìne two kinematic variables related to the reconstructed B. The energy substituted mass 
(niEs): 

(3.1) 

and the energy dif.ference !:l.E: 
f).E = E~ - E'beam (3.2) 

w h ere E,;eam is the bea m energy and E8 and Ps are the energy and momentum of the B in the center 
of mass of the Y( 4S) frame. These quantities are in good approximation uncorrelated, since the 
uncertainty on !:lE is dominated by the E8 contribution: 

(3.3) 

with the uncertainties cr(E8)"' 10 - 20MeV and cr(E'beam) ~ 1.5MeV, while the uncertainty on 
117ES is dominated by E'beam: 

(3.4) 

with EZeam ~ 5GeV, Ps ~ 300MeV, and the uncertainty cr(p8) ~ 15MeV. 
A correctly reconstructed B meson will have a f).E around O and a mEs that will peak at the B 
mass. The scatter plot of the two variables is shown in Figure 3.1 while projections are shown 
in Figure 3.2. The signa) for both variables can be modeled with a Gaussian function, while 
background of the mEs distribution is modeled with an Argus function [53]: 

( 
? ) 4 2 ~ ~ m . .., t -E. l - _____!1l e beai/l 

E bea m 
(3.5) 

where the free parameters ç mode) the shape of the function and A is a normalization factor. 
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Figure 3.1: Scatter p lo t of f.:.E vs m Es in the pre-selected regio n. Projections are reported in 
Figure 3.2. This example is takenfrom s+-+ D*0Di y mode reconstructed in data. 
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Figure 3.2: Projections of mEs and f.:.E variables in the preselection plane. The Argus+Gaussian 
fit is shown for the m Es p lo t. This example is taken from s + -+ D*0 Diy mode reconstructed in 
data. 

We apply a pre-selection requirement 5.15 < mEs < 5.35GeVjc2 and lf.:..E I < 300 MeV. All 
the B candidates and their daughters components, satisfying these cuts are kept in consideration 
for further study. As we will see in section 3.4.4, only one B candidate will be chosen for each 
mode for each event. 
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3.3 Optimization of D, Dt and D* final selection 

In this section we describe the steps used to improve the significance of the signa! yield in each of 
the decay channels. We define a signa! region in the two variables mEs and !::J.E (see Section 3.2.4) 
and look fora peak in the D~• )+ n° or Diy invariant mass spectra at the 0 51 mass. 

The resolution in mEs is independent of the decay modes considered and we therefore select 
8 candidates by applying a common selection 5.272 < mEs < 5.288GeVjc2 . On the contrary, the 
!::J.E resolution depends on the 8 fina! states, as an example i t depends on the number of produced 
gammas. We have studied the !::J.E resolution from the signa! simulated sample (see Section 3.4.1). 

The selection criteria are optimized individually by maximizing the significance ratio: 

s (3.6) 

the expected signa! S is determined from the number of BB events (Section 3.1), using the efficien-
cies extracted from the signa! simulation (Section 3.5.3), the already known intermediate branch-
ing fraction from [24] and assuming a branching fraction of 10-3 for '13(8-+ D5o75(*) ) x 'B(D:0-+ 
o +n°) '13(8-+ o + d *) ) x 'B(D+ -+ o•+n°) and '13(8-+ o +[j(*) ) x 'B(D+ -+ o +y) The back-s ' s i s l s si s i s · 
ground 8 is determined from the data, by selecting events in the !::J.E, mEs signa! region and ex-
trapolating the background from two symmetrical, 4cr wide sidebands in m(oi•)+ n°) or m(Diy) 
around the Ds.t mass. 

In Section 3.3.1 we show the mass spectra from inclusive o~;] pre-selected samples and the 
choice of the cut based on the width of the distributions; in the subsequent sections we define 
different D0 , o +, Di selection levels, based on kaon and pion particle identification (see Sec-
tion 2.3 .2), and vertexing, starting from the loosest leve! and adding new cuts to the tighter leve!. 

To establish the best combination of cuts, different combinations are tested on the pre-selected 
sample sequentially, varying one cut at a time and the fina! significance is then computed for each 
of the decay modes. 

3.3.1 Resolutions 

The Dando; invariant mass distributions where studied from the inclusive mass spectra of ali the 
D's present in the events after the pre-selection. The same procedure was applied to the simulated 
signa! events, to compare the D reconstruction in the data and in the simulation. The resulting 
spectra are shown in Figure 3.3(a) for the data and Figure 3.3(b) for the simulation. The average 
reconstructed masses and mass resolutions are given in Table A.6. The resolution cr, found in the 
data, is 11.8 MeVj c2 for D0 -+ K - n+ n° decays and varies from 5.3 to 6.3 MeV/ c2 for the other 
decay modes. 

We retained D and o; candidates within a mass window around the average reconstructed 
mass. To choose the window width we use an optimization procedure. We tryied ali the combina-
tions ± 2, ±2.5 and ±3 cr mass cut forD, Di , then evaluate the variation of significance (eq . 3.6) 
for each decay mode. The combinations that maximize the signjficance is retained. The same 
procedure will be used for !::J.E , (Section 3.4.1) . We set at ±3 cr around the average reconstructed 
D and o ; masses (Table A.6) the cut for the cleanest modes (K- n+ ,K- n+ n+ , <!>n), while for 
modes with more background (K- n+ n°, K - n+ n- n+, K*° K+) the cut is set at ±2.5 cr. 

The D* and o; reconstruction has been studied in the same way and plots of the D* -D mass 
are shown in Figure 3.4. The corresponding resolutions are given in Table A.7. From these results 
the following cuts are applied in the final D* selection: 
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Figure 3.3: D massfitsfor (a) the data and (b) the sùnulated signal. Far Ds and some Do modes, 
the simulation is a bit too optimistic in the reproduction ofthe background. 
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Figure 3.4: D* mass fits far (a) the data and (b) the simulated signa! 

3.3.2 D0 ---t K - n+ selection 

From this section trough Section 3.3.6 we look for tecniques to suppress background in the pre-
selected sample. Some of them are common to all the subdecays considered bere. Kaon PIO 
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requirements (see Section 2.3.2) and vertex probability cut are useful to suppress combinatoria! 
background but not always this effect is balanced by the loose in efficiency. The cleanest modes 
such as D0 ---t K- n+, that have few tracks in the fina) state and lower combinatoria! background, 
do not require a tight kaon PID cut, as we will see. 

W e try each combination of cuts for D0 , o+, and o;, then w e compute the significance as in 
eq. 3.6 for each subdecay mode. The combination of cuts that give the higher value of significance 
for each mode is considered as the optimal one. 

To improve the D0 ---t K- n+ selection we tested three sets of selection criteria: 

l. requiring the K± to satisfy the KMicroNotPion PID criteria (as defined in Section 2.3.2) and 
have a momentum p(K) > 250MeV 

2. adding a tight PID criteria to the K± (KMicroTight); 

3. requiring that the Kn: vertex fit has converged and that the x2 vertex fit probability satisfies 
prob(x2 ) > w- 3 . 

For a majority of decay modes, the best significance ratio is obtained using the loosest of these 
cuts, i.e. KMicroNotPion PID criteria and p(K) > 250MeV. Therefore, this cut is used in the fina) 
analysis forali the B decay modes studied here. 

3.3.3 D0 ---1 K - n+ n° selection 

The D0 ---t K- n+ n:0 decays occur mainly trough the resonances K* (892) 0 , K* (892)-, or p(770)+. 
We use these resonances to reduce the background in this decay mode, calculating the decay 
probability in the (m~- n+ ;m~_ n0 ) phase space. Indicating with i, j, and k the three particles K-, 
n:0 , and n:+ we define in the k- i center of mass system the angle e;j as the angle between the 
momenta i57 and Pi· For each possible resonance R the decay amplitude 5'LR is: 

(3.7) 

i and j are the indexes of the parti cles that make the resonance R; r R and mR are the width and 
mass of R from [24], and CR and <!>Rare the amplitude and the phase of the resonance in the decay 
D0 ---t K- n+ n:0 . These parameters were determined in the E691 experiment [54] (see Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3: Parameters of intermediate resonances in the D0 ---t K- n+ n° decay. 
Resonance 111R (MeVjcL) lR (MeVjc2) CR <J>R 
K* (892) 0 ---t K n+ 896.1 50.7 3.19 -130 
K*(892)- ---t K-n:0 891.66 50.8 2.96 68° 
p(no) + ---t n:+n:0 766.5 150.2 8.56 40° 

We take the amplitude of the non-resonant part as reference with 5'Lo = l . Then we compute 
the probability density: 

This probability, convoluted with two gaussian resolution functions, is used to compute the "Dalitz 
Weight" (Dw). A simulation of D0 ---t K- n+ n° events is shown in Figure 3.5, on the left without 
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any requirements, on the right with the requirement Dw > 10. This requirement raises the purity 
from 3.2% to 4.6% while keeping the efficiency at about 90%. 
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Figure 3.5: Dalitz plot far D0 -7 K- n+ n° simulated events: signa/ (left) and after the requirement 
Dw > 10 (right). 

The following se t of cuts h ave bee n tested far the selection of D0 -7 K - n+ n° : 

l. requiring the K - to satisfy the KMicroNotPion PID criteria and have a momentum p(K) > 
250 Me V. Require al so the n° energy to satisfy E ( n°) > 200 Me V; 

2. requiring tight PID criteri a (KMicroTight) far the K - ; 

3. cut on the dalitz weight Dw > 10; 

4. requiring both photons from the n° to have an energy E(y) > 50MeV; 

5. requiring that the Knn° vertex fit has converged and that the x 2 vertex probability satisfies 
prob(x2 ) > 10- 3 . 

As in Section 3.3.2, we establish that far modes B -7 D51 D*+ (D*+ -7 D0n+) the best cut is the 
loosest one (i.e. KMicroNotPion PID criteria and p(K) > 250MeV). Far ali the other modes, the 
selection with KMicroTight and Dw > 10 is chosen. 

Since the large number of tracks the vertex cut is very powedul to remove background. The effect 
of the vertex eu t is shown in Figure A.1. The following set of cuts have been tested far the selection 
of D0 -7 K- n+ n - n +: 

l. requiring the K- to satisfy the KMicroNotPion PID criteria, have a momentum p(K) > 
250MeV; 

2. requiring tight PID criteria (KMicroTight) far the K - ; 

3. requiring that the Knnn vertex fit has converged and that the vertex x 2 probability satisfies 
prob(X2) > 10- 3; 
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4. requiring that all the three n tracks satisfy the GoodTracksLoose selection criteria. 

As in Section 3.3.2 we establish that for modes B-+ D51D*+ (D*+ -+ D0n+) the best cut is found 
to be the loosest o ne (i.e. KMicroNotPion PID criteri a and p(K) > 250 Me V). Por ali the other 
modes, the selection with KMicroTight and p(K) > 250MeV and prob(X2 ) > w- 3 is chosen. 

3.3.5 D+ ---+ K- n+ n+ selection 

The following set of cuts ha ve been tested for the selection of o + -+ K - n+n+ : 

l. requiring the K- to satisfy the KMicroNotPion PID criteria and have a momentum p(K) > 
250MeV; 

2. requiring tight PID criteria (KMicroTight) for the K - ; 

3. requiring that the Knn vertex fit has converged and that the x2 vertex probability satisfies 
prob(x2 ) > w- 3 . 

As in Section 3.3.2 we establish that the loosest selection, i.e. KMicroNotPion PID criteria and 
p(K) > 250MeV, is found to give the maximum significance and is therefore chosen. 

3.3.6 D"t ---+ <j>n+ and D"t ---+ K*° K+ selection 

The two parti cles <)> and K* ha ve JP = 1- . They are recontructed in their decays <1> -+ K+K-
and K* -+ K- n+ . Inclusive invariant mass distributions of the two resonances in our data are 
reproduced in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Inclusive invariant mass distributions ofthe <)> candidates (left) and ofthe K* candi-
dates (right), in data events. 

The decays Di -+<)>n+ and Di -+ K*° K+ are of the type o- -+ 1- o-: as a result the <1> and 
the K* are polarized. Defining a helicity angle as in Section 2.4.1, it is possible to separate signal 
from background using the two different helicity-angle distribution shapes. Background should 
not show any polarization and should have a flat helicity angle distribution. In Figure 3.7 and 
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Figure 3. 7: (left) Helicity angle distributians far o; ---+ qm+ candidates, with 1.955 < m < 
1.977GeVjc2; the shaded histagram shaws the same distributianfram background events with the 
camplementary selectian far m0 ; ; ( right) invariartt mass distributian far Dt ---+ qm+ candidates; 
the shaded area carrespands ta the events after requiring lcas(8h) l > 0.3. 

Figure 3.8 are reported, on the left, the helicity angle distributions for <!> and K * candidates that 
come from o; candidate that have 1.955 < m < 1.977GeVjc2 . The shaded histogram shows the 
same distribution from background events with the complementary selection for m0 ; . The effect 
o n the o; mass distribution of a lcas( eh) l > 0.3 requirement is shown o n the right. The following 
se t of cuts h ave bee n tested for the selection of o; ---+ <j>n+ an d o; ---+ K*° K+: 

l. using an invariant mass window on the <)> (K*) at 1005 < m(K+ K - ) < 1035MeVj c2 (821 < 
m(K- n+) < 971MeVj c2); 

2. requiring that the helicity angle satisfies lcas(8h)l > 0.3 ; 

3. requiring that at least one K satisfies the KMicroTight criteria; 

4. requiring that the <)>n or K * K vertex fit has converged and that the x2 vertex probability 
satisfies prab(x2) > w - 3; 

5. requiring that both K+ and K - satisfy the KMicroTight criteria. 

The optimal selection depends not only on the o; decay but also on the B mode considered. The 
selection choices after the optimization are summmized in table A.9. 

3.3.7 Selection summary 

A short summary ofthe D, Ds and D* selection criteria is provided in Tables A.8, A.9, and A. lO. 

3.4 B final selection 

In this section we will describe the final selection of B candidates: we define a B signa! region 
in (mEs ,L~E) piane (Section 3.4.1); we introduce a veto on the two-body B ---+ o l *) D (*) decays 
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Figure 3.8: (le.ft) Helicity angle distributions .for Dt --t K*° K+ candidates, with 1.955 < m < 
l. 977 GeV/ c2; the shaded histog ram shows the same distribution .from background events with the 
complementary selection .for m0 ; ; (right) invariant mass distribution .for Dt --t K*° K+ candi-
dates; the shaded area corresponds to the events after requiring lcos(8h) l > 0.3. 

(Section 3.4.2), and a kinematic cut on the D*n°, Dn°, or Dy invariant mass (Section 3.4.3); we 
study the multiplicity of B candidates in the signa! region after applying ali the cuts (Section 3.4.4). 
We then develop a method to select only one B candidate per fìnal state per selected event. Finally, 
we present the yields results (Section 3.4.5). 

3.4.1 !::.E resolution and signal region 

As explained in sec 3.3, the mEs signa! region is independent of the decay modes considered and 
we define it as: 

5.272 < 111ES < 5.288GeVjc2 . (3.9) 

The 6.E resolution instead depends on the B fina! state. Using signa! simulated events, we obtain 
the 6E spectra in Figure 3.9. The selected candidates have 5.272 < mEs < 5.288GeV/ c2 and a 
D~* )+ n° or Di y mass in the expected D 51 signa! invariant mass region. In this plot, we separate 
the Di d*lno fìnal states (upper plot), the v;+ 75(*)n° fìnal states (middle plot) and the Dt D(*ly 
fina! states (bottom plots). An asymmetry in the !J.E dist1ibution ofthe B --t D~d* l (Dsl --t Dt y) 
events is visible. This can happen if part of the electromagnetic shower is not completely contained 
in the calorimeter. This appear as an excess at low values in the !J.E distribution. In the Dl*)+rto 
fina! states the mass-constrained fìt applied to the n° allow a much better energy resolution and no 
tail in !J.E . A shift of about 6E0 = -4MeV (Table 3.4) is also observed on the !J.E centrai values. 

To defìne the 6E signa! region we conducted an optimization study as in Section 3.3.1. We 
computed the signifìcance retaining events in the region ltJ.E- !J.Eo l < ncrt:.E where n= 2.0, 2.5, 3.0. 
W e establish that a 2cr cut on !J.E gives the bes t signifìcance ratio for most of the modes. Therefore, 
in ali the following the !J.E signa! region is defìned to be: 

ltJ.E- 6Eol < 2crM· (3.10) 
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Figure 3.9: t]..E resolutionfor the simulated signa!: f rom top to bottom, events with D;1 (23 17) + ---+ 
D"tn°, Ds1(2460)+ ---+ v ;+n°, and DsJ(2460)+ ---+ Dty. 

In Figure 3.10, we show the reconstructed D"tn°, v ;+n°, D"ty mass spectra for B---+ D51D(*) 
signa! simulated events lying in the (mEs,t]..E) B signa! region defìned previously; the fina! selection 
criteria have been applied and the submodes with the same D~~)+ decay are summed. The invariant 
mass resolutions CJm predicted by the simulati an are about 8 Me V/ c2 for D~ ---+ D"tn° and D~ ---+ 
v ;+n°; they are about 13MeVj c2 forD~---+ D"ty (Table 3.4). As already seen in t]..E distributions 
the resolutions are better for D"tn°, D; +n° than for Dt y. 

Anticipating our results, from the fìts performed on the data (Table 3.6) the values used for 
defìning the t]..E signa! region in the data are t]..Eo=-5MeV, CJM = 16MeV for the n° fina] states 
and CJM = 20MeV for the y fina! states. The uncertainties on these numbers, about 3 MeV, are 
accounted for in the systematics enors. 
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Figure 3.10: m(Ds.J) resolution for the simulated signa[: from top to bottom, events with 
D~./ ( 2317 ) + ----t Dt n°, Ds.J(2460) + ----t o ;+n°, and Ds.J(2460) + ----t Dt y. 

3.4.2 Rejection of B ---t D.~*) D (*) decays 

Two body decays B ----t Di*l o (•) , have a branching fraction of (4.9 ± 1.2%) average of 8° , s+ 
decays [24] . When associ ated with a random y or n° , they can forma significant combinatoria! 
background to the D~*)+ DH y and D~*) + D(*l rr0 fìnal states from B ----t D5.1D(*) . To fight this back-
ground a veto is applied on the two body decays B ----t D~* ) o (•l : these decays are reconstructed 
using exactly the same D, Ds and D* selection as in the Ds.1 analysis. Ifa B ----t o i*) o (•) candidate 
with rnEs > 5.27GeVjc2 and jflE -flEol < 20MeV is found in the event, then this event is rejected 
in the B ----t Ds.JD(*) analysis. The effect of this selection can be seen in Figure 3.11 for signal 
simulation and Figure 3.12 for data. The effect on the simulated contro! sample B ----t o i*) o (•) 
is di scussed in Section 3.5.2. As one can see in Figure 3.11, the efficiency loss on signal events 
introduced by this selection is negligible. 
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Table 3.4: ,'),.E and m(DsJ) resolutions for simulate d signal,from a single gaussian fitto the spectra 
of Figs. 3.9, 3.10 

mode (!'3.E) (MeV) crt::,E m(DsJ) (MeVIc2) (Jm 

B---+ D+ !5(*) (D+ ---+D n°) sO sO s -3.1 12.6 2314.5 7.5 
B---+ D+ d*l (D ---+ D*+n°) sl sl s -3.1 12.1 2455.7 7.5 
B---+ D~d* l (Dst---+ Diy -3.6 16.1 2455.8 13.0 
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Figure 3.11: E.ffect of B---+ Di*) D(*) veto on signa! simulation. The top row of plots shows DsJ 
mass distributions with ( shaded histogram) and without the veto. The effect is negligible on this 
scale. The bottom row shows the v i*) no IY mass spectra ofthe vetoed events. 

3.4.3 Kinematic D(*) n° /y selection 

We studied a selection both on the D(*) n° , D*y masses and on the n° or y momentum to improve 
the separation of the signa! from the combinatoria! background. Figure 3.13 shows the D- no and 
v-y mass spectra for combinatoria! background events selected in the data from the !3.E sidebands, 
and for simulated signa! B ---+ Di;D- events. A clear difference is observed in these mass spectra 
between the data and the combinatoria! background. Other B---+ Di;d*l decays involving D0, 

D*+ and D*0 show similar spectra. Details on the optimization of this selection are shown in 
Appendix A.3 where the fractions of selected events are shown, both for the signa! and for the 
background, separately for each of the twelve fìnal states. 

The bes t separating power is obtained, for each of the modes, by a cut m(Dn° , y) > 2.3 GeV l c2 

for m od es involving D'san d m(D* n° , y) > 2.4 GeV l c2 for modes involving D*. This selection was 
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adopted in all the results presented below, unless explicitly stated. We checked that for ali the 
twelve modes, this selection improves the significance ratio. 

A cut on the y or n° momentum was also found to give a good separating power between signa! 
and background, but it is slightly less efficient and is correlated with the mass cut. Therefore, we 
decided not use it in our analysis . 

3.4.4 Multiplicity studies 

Fof fina) states with n° and y a rather large number of B candidates is found in the signa! (mEs, 
1':-:..E) region in the selected events. This is due mostly to the large combinatoria! backgrounds. 
We define the number of these B candidates per each submode as the multiplicity per selected 
event. We show in Figure 3.14 the multiplicity distributions for data and simulation summed on 
the submodes. To reduce the multiplicity, we studied algorithms to select either only one candidate 
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Figure 3.14: Multiplicity distributians far data and simulatian. The x-axis is number afcandidates 
far each submade per event after all selectian criteria have been applied ( except far selecting bes t 
candidate per sub-made). Distributians far the sub-mades have been summedfar clarity. 

per B mode per event or only one single B candidate per event. To select the best B candidate, we 
tested three different criteria: 

• 1'-:..E: if multiple candidates are present, only the B candidate with the smallest 11'-:..E - 1'-:..Eo l is 
selected. 

• m Es : if multiple candidates are prese n t, only the B candidate with the smallest l m Es - m Es o l, 
with mEso = 5.279GeVj c2, is selected . 

• x2 : a x2 , based on the D, Ds and D* masses differences VS their nominai reconstructed 
masses divided by the resolution, is built. If multiple candidates are present, only the B 
candidate with the smallest x2 is selected. 
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Table 3.5: Efficiency and significance computedfor dif.ferent selection criteria ofthe B candidate. 
These values are obtained after applying all the selection requirements, dif.fering only far the fina! 
candidate choice. The mode considered is B0 ---+ D- D~ (D~ ---+ Di y,D+ ---+ K- n+ n+,Di ---+ 
<j>n+). 

l candidate/event l candidate/E mode 
XL m Es l:!. E XL m Es l:!. E 

efficiency (%) 3.12 4.70 5.35 5.36 6.38 6.62 
significance 1.89 2.40 2.58 2.59 2.85 2.91 

From a study on simulated data we found that selecting one candidate per mode based on the 
smallest I ~:!.E- I:!.Eol is the most effìcient (see Table 3.5). Therefore it has been chosen to fili 
the histograms of m(Dl*)n°), m(D5y) spectra, from which we extract the B---+ DsJD(*) branching 
fractions. Of course this criterion is biasing the ~:!.E spectra of the selected events and it wili 
therefore not be used either when presenting the ~:!.E spectra of the selected candidates or when 
searching for resonant backgrounds in the ~:!.E sidebands. Without this selection and taking ali 
candidates, the fina! multiplicity (number of D51 fitted from the D~* )no or Dr mass spectra) is 1.1-
1.2 candidates per selected event for modes D5y and 1.2- 1.4 candidates per selected event for D;n° 
m od es. 

3.4.5 Evidence for signal in the data 

Before proceeding with the extraction of branching ratios, we sum ali the modes with the same Dsl 
decay channel and look at the kinematic variables ~:!.E, mEs and at the D5n°,D;n°,D5y invariant 
mass distributions. We expect to see the signature of B ---+ D51D(*) decays in the ~:!.E and mEs plots 
and D~~)+ signa! peaks in invariant mass plots. We will use these disttibutions to estimate the 
resolution of ~:!.E and m( D~~)+ ) in data and also as a cross-check: the signa! yields obtained fitting 
the kinematic variables ~:!.E or mEs or m(D~~)+ ) should be the same within etTors. Since we need 
the ~:!.E variable to choose one B candidate per mode, for this cross-check we use distributions 
without this requirement. 

We already defined in the ~:!.E vs mEs piane the B signa! region: 5.272 < mEs < 5.288GeV/ c2 

and I~:!.E - I:!.Eol < 2cri:!.E (see Section 3.4). Now we also define in the Di*l+n°[y] mass spectra a 
signa! region 

l ( (*)+ o[ ]) ( (*)+)l m Ds n y - m D51 < 2.5crm (3 .11) 

and a sideband region 

l ( (*)+ o[ ]) ( (*)+)l 4cr111 < m Ds n y -m D51 < 12cr117 (3.12) 

with m(D~~)+ ) = 2.317GeV/c2 (2.460GeV/ c2) for Di n° (D;+ n°, Di y). 

The ~:!.E , mEs spectra of selected events are shown in Figure3.15 for each of the three D~~)+ 
fina! states, after combining the charged and neutra! B ---+ D~~)+ f5(*) modes and summing over ali 
the [j( *) and D}*l+ decays. No requirement of one single B candidate per mode is applied. The 
signa! region of the other variable is selected. Data points are from m(D~~)+ ) signa! region, while 
the cross-hatched histograms are from the m(D~~)+ ) sidebands. Clear signals for B ---+ DsJD(*) are 
observed in ali channels. 

In these plots, the ~:!.E resolution and offset in the data is fitted using the sum of a gaussian 
function for the signa! and a polynomial background. The fìt results are summarized in Table 3.6. 
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Figure 3.15: !:J.E (left), mEs (right) spectrafor the B---+ f5(*) D~~ )+ candidates: (a) D;1 (2317)---+ 
Din°, (b) DsJ(2460) ---+ Din° and (c) D51 (2460) ---+ Diy. Data points are from events within 
2.5 cr of the reconstructed D~~)+ masses and the cross-hatched histograms are from the m( D~.~)+) 
sidebands. Curves are the results of the fits. The requirement of one single B candidate per mode 
is not applied. 

From the simulation (see Section 3.4.1), we expect that the resolution for D5n° and D;n° modes 
should be the same. Because of the large background in the D5n° mode w e fix in the corresponding 
fit the cr !:J.E to the value obtained in the fitto the o;n° mode. W e also fit the mEs spectra using the 
sum of a Gaussian signa! and Argus background function. The yields extracted from the mEs and 
!:J.E spectra are in agreement (Table 3.6). 

Table 3.6: Number of events and !:J.E resolutions for data, from a single gaussian fitto the I:J.E 
spectra of the d* l Din°),d *l Di n°) and d* ) Di y) final states ( Figure3.15 ). Because of large 
backgrounds in the D5n° channel, O"D.E had to be .fixed to the same value of the channel o ;n° , as 
expected from simulation. The yields obtained from a fit to the m Es spectra ( gaussian signa! + 
argus background function) are also indicated. 

m Es !:J.E !lEo 
mode yield yield (Me V) O"D.E 
B---+ D+ Dl*! (D+ -+ o +n°) (sum) sO sO s 116± 17 85±24 -2.7±4.8 16 (fixed) 
B---+ D~ D(*) (Dsl---+ o;+n°) (sum) 98± 12 99± 18 -6.2±3.1 15.9 ±2.6 
B---+ D~ D(*) (Dsl-+ Diy (sum) 150± 16 161 ± 21 -7.6±2.5 18.9 ±2.3 

Finally, to define the signa1 region we use an offset I:J.Eo = -5 MeV and a resolution crD.E = 
16MeV (n° final states) and crD.E = 20MeV (y final states). The width ofthe signa) box is approx-
imately ±3 cr in mEs and ±2 cr in !lE. 

Figure 3.16 shows the reconstructed D5n°, D;n° and D5y mass spectra in the data (summed 
over the different B modes), without the requirement of one single B candidate per mode. The 
data points show the d*ln°,y masses from events with I!:J.E -11Eol < 2crD.E (signa! region) and 
the histograms are from events with 4cr !:J.E < itJ.E -I:J.Eol < 6cr !:J.E (sideband region). A clear DsJ 
signa! is visible o n each of the Di*) n°, y mass spectra from the !lE signa) regio n, while this signa) is 
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Figure 3.16: D~*)n°, D5y invariant mass distributions for data events without the requirement of 
on.e single 8 candidate/mode. Data points: events with l~E - ~Eo l < 2crD.E· Histogram: events 
wilh 4cr~E < l~E - L1Eol < 6cri1E· (a) sum of B -et D:Od*l, D:O -t D5n° decays; (b ) sum of 
8 -t D~d·l , o;~ -t D5n° decays;(c) sum of B -t D~d*l , o;~ -t D5y decays. 

not present for the events from the ~E sideband. The spectra of Figure3 .16 have been fitted by the 
su m of a gaussian decribing the signa! function and an exponential function for the combinatoria! 
background. The fitted numbers of events and D 51 parameters are given in Table 3.7. 

Finally we require only one candidate per 8 mode in each event using the best ~E criteria 
(Section 3.4.4). The D51 mass spectra (Figure3.17) are from events in the ~E signa! region, defined 
above. These spectra have been fitted by the sum of a gaussian signa! and exponential background 
function. The resulting parameters are summarized in table 3.8. The number of events found are 
in good agreement with the numbers resulting from the ~E and mEs fits. The resolutions on the 
D,.1 masses are in agreement with the expectations from the simulation. 
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Table 3. 7: Number of events and average reconstructed DsJ masses and resolutions in the data, 
from a single gaussian fit to the m(Dsl) spectra of the 75(*) Dt n°,d*) Dt n° and d*) Dt y final 
states of Figure3.16. 

mode N events m(DsJ) (MeV/c2
) 

B-+ D+ D(*) (D+ -+ D+n°) (sum) sO sO s 123 ±23 2320.6 ± 1.8 
B-+ D.~ D(*) (Dsl-+ o;+n°) (sum) 147±17 2458.5 ± 1.3 
B-+ D~ D(*) (Dsl-+ D"ty (sum) 154 ± 18 2461.2 ± 1.6 
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Figure 3.17: oi* )n°, D5y invariant mass distributions for data events with the requirement of one 
single B candidate per mode. Events are in the mEs, /).E signa[ region. (a) sum of B-+ D1ò75(*), 

D1ò-+ Dsn° decays; (b) sum ofB-+ D~d*l, o ;t-+ Dsn° decays;(c) sum ofB-+ D~d* l , o ;t-+ 
DsY decays. 

3.5 Background and efficiency 

This section describes some background studies and details the procedure used for estimating the 
efficiency with which we reconstruct the signal. Three types of background are studied; B -+ 
Dl*) o (•) decays, generic B decays, and signal cross-feed. Contributions from the B-+ D.\*) D(*) 
and generic B samples are accounted for by a separate part of the fitting function, assumed to be 
an exponential. The B-+ Dl*) o(•) modes are expected to present the largest component of any 
background to the data set, and are studied here to check for a possible effect on the results. The 

Table 3.8: Number of events and average reconstructed Ds1 masses and resolutions in the data, 
from a single gaussian fit to the m(Dsl) spectra of the 75(*) Dt n°,d*l Dt n° and d*) Dt y fina! 
states of Figure3.15. (O ne single B candidate per mode,from bes t /).E criteria) 

mode N events m(DsJ) (MeVjcL) (J/11 

B-+ D+ D (*) (D+ -+ D+n°) (sum) sO sO s 88± 17 2317.2±1.3 5.9± 1.4 
B-+ D~ D(*) (D.d-+ o;+n°) (sum) 112 ± 13 2458.9 ± 1.4 10.8 ± 1.3 
B-+ D~ D(*) (Dsl-+ Dt y (sum) 139± 17 2461.1 ± 1.6 12.1±1.6 
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generic sample is used to further demonstrate that background peaking in the signa! region, other 
than the cross-feed, are not important in our fina! event sample. Finally, the signa! sample is used 
to determine both the efficiencies and the cross- feed probabilities. The cross-feed is defined as 
signa! events reconstructed in the wrong mode, but giving D.~*)no or D5y masses pealdng in the 
DsJ signa! region. For most channels, the cross-feed contribution is small but non- negligible and 
w i Il, therefore, be accounted for in the branching ratio calculation, using an iterative procedure 
described in the next section. 

3.5.1 Background from generic events 

To look for other sources of peaking background that may be present in the fina! event sample, 
we use a simulated generic B sample, that do not contain the modes B-+ D51D(*) , corresponding 
approximately to twice the luminosity contained in data. The generic events are required to satisfy 
the full set of cuts as described in section 3.3 and 3.4, and to be in mEs signa! region (eq. 3.9). As 
in Section 3.4.1, we show in Figure 3.18(left) the fiE distributions for events in m(D~;)+ ) signa] 
region (eq. 3.11) and in Figure 3.18(right) the m( D~;) + ) mass spectra of events in fiE signa) region 
(eq. 3.10). We observe no peak in both the distributions. We conclude that in our fina1 event 
sample there is no background lying in the (mEs, fiE) B signa] region from decay chains present 
in the generic simulation. 

3.5.2 Background from B -t D}*) D (*) 

In Section 3.6 we will select B-+ D~* ) D (*) events as a contro] sample to validate the analysis 
procedure and the detector mode!, exploiting the close relation between these fina) states and the 
signa! . For the sa me reason, these modes should al so be considered as a potenti al source of peaking 
background. 

The simulation set is processed in a manner identica! to that of the data as detailed in Sec-
tion 3.3 and 3.4, so including the rejection in Section 3.4.2. As before, in Figure 3.19(left) we 
show the fiE distributions for events in mEs and m( D~;)+ ) signa) region (eq. 3.9 and eq. 3.11) and 
in Figure 3.19(right) the m( D~;)+ ) mass spectra of events in mEs and fiE signa! region (eq. 3.9 and 
eq. 3.1 0) . No evidence for background peaking in the fiE or the m(Ds1 ) signa! regions is observed. 

3.5.3 Efficiency and cross-feed 

The estimation of efficiency and cross- feed and the computation of the fina) branching ratios, 
including cross-feed corrections, is made in severa! steps. First, we reconstruct each of the sixty 
modes, running the analysis on the sixty thousand simulated signa! events of each of the sixty 
modes separately. 

As an example, let's consider the reconstruction of s +-+ D-*oDs1 (2460)+, with o*o-+ f5°n°, 
!5°-+ K+n- and 0 51(2460) +-+ o ; y, Di -+ <j>n+ . Selecting the fiE and mEs signa] regions, we 
obtain sixty distributions of Di y invariant mass, one for each generated signa! decay. In the ideai 
case, o n l y the reconstructed spectrum that corresponds t o the generated s + -t D*0 D~ , D*0 -+ 
i5°n° , !5° -t K+n-, D~ -t Diy, Di -t <j>n+ should appear. 

We use a su m of two Gaussian functions to estimate the number of reconstructed events in the 
di stribution corresponding to the same generated signal. The first Gaussian is used to describe the 
signa! peak, the second gaussian is used to describe signa! events that appear as underlying com-
binatoria). The efficiency is given by the number of reconstructed events divided by the number of 
generated events. 
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Figure 3.18: /).E (left) and m(D5;) ( right) distributions far simulation of B decays that do not 
contain the modes B -+ D51 D(*) . Events are in the mEs signa! region and in the signa! regi011 ofthe 
other variable. The reconstructed signa! submodes with the same D~;)+ decay are summed. This 
plot should be compared with the corresponding on generated signa! in Figure 3.9 and 3.10. 

Ali the remaining fifty-nine spectra should be empty, because the events are not a signa! for 
the current mode under consideration. Some other generated signa! decay mode (as an example 
B0 -t D*- D+ D*- -t i5°n° i5° -t K+n- D+ -t D+y D+ -t tt.n+) could be reconstructed in the si' ' ' s i s ' s 'V 
previous mode instead, as an example loosing the n+ from D*+ and taking a fake n° that made a 
D*0 . In fa et w e observe Di y invariant mass distributions no t empty, an d for some of the remaining 
modes we observe a peak in the Di y mass spectra. 

The cross-feed Ei,J is defined as the ratio of the number of events fitted in the Gaussian for the 
reconstructed fina! state j to the total number of simulated events in the state i, when analyzing the 
simulated signa! sample corresponding to this state. i and j run o n ali the submodes (i, j = l , 60). 
The case i = j correspond to the value of the efficiency for the submode i considered. In fact Ei,J 

are the elements of a matrix 60 x 60 where efficiencies are in the diagonal. 
To estimate this cross- feed, the spectra with more than twenty events (out of sixty thousand 

generated per each mode) are fitted with the sum of a Gaussian for the signa! and a fi rst order 
polynomial for the background. This requirement aliows to have enough statistics to do a fit. The 
initial mean value of the Gaussian is chosen using the bi n with the highest number of entries. The 
fit is made, aliowing the mean and sigma of the Gaussian to float, in order to find the position and 
the width of any peak. 
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Figure 3.19: !:lE (left) and m(Ds1) (right) distributions far B-+ D}*l D (*) simulated events. Events 
are in rhe mEs signa/ region and in the signa/ region of the other variable. The reconstructed 
signa/ submodes with the same o~;)+ decay are summed. Each of this plot should be compared 
with the corresponding one on generateci signa! in Figure 3.9 and 3.10. 

The cross-feed is considered if the Gaussian peak h ave 0 < 50 Me V l c2, with a mean within 
± 50MeVI c2 of the expected 0 51 signal, i.e. 2317 MeVIc2 for the Dso and 2460 MeVI c2 for the 
D s i· lf 0 > 50 Me V l c2 or the mean is more than ±50 Me V l c2 far from the m(D~;)+ ) signal region, 
the cross-feed can be handled with a background function or neglected because not peaking in the 
signa! region. 

The cross-feed contributions are separated into narrow (from Dso to Dso or from Dsl to Dsd 
and wide (from Dso to D51 or from D51 to D 5o) contributions which are processed differently. 

To obtain an accurate estimate of the cross-feed matrix elements, the fìts are then redone, 
fixin g for the non-diagonal terms the mean and width of the gaussian. For "narrow" cross-feed 
w e fix the 0 of the gauss i an to 8 Me V 1 c2, for fina l states with u;n° an d D;n° an d to 12.6 Me V l c2 , 
for fina l states with Di y; for "wide" cross-feed the 0 is setto 18 MeVI c2 for fìnal states with Di n° 
and to 20MeVI c2 for fìnal states with D;n°. No "wide" cross-feed is observed in fìnal states with 
o:-y. 

For the fìts of the diagonal terms (effìciencies) the mean and width of the signal gaussian are 
left floating and a wide gaussian background (instead of a fìrst arder polynomial) is used. As 
before, when we fìnd a very wide spectrum (0 > 50MeVIc2) we do not keep it as a cross-feed 
because this will be modeled by the overall background fìtting function, but a visual ispection is 
necessary because a random ftuctuation can fìt it as a narrow peak instead. 
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In tables A.ll, A.l2 an d A.13 the estimated efficiency an d cross- feed values E;,J are reported. 
The masses and widths reported correspond to the identified contributions. From the diagonal 
terms i = }, one should note that the fitted D51 mass resolution is close to 8 MeVjc2 forali the 
fina! states Din° and D;+n°, while it is dose to 12 MeVjc2 forali the Di y fina! states. 

The main sources of identified cross- feed, classified by decreasing order of magnitude, are the 
following: 

l. D*+ reconstructed as D*0 (Figure 3.20a): the soft n+ from D*+ --t D0n+ is not reconstructed 
and the D0 from D*+ is associated with a n° or a y from combinatoria! background to form a 
fake D*0 . This results in a significant cross-feed from the m od es B0 --t Dt D*- to the m od es 
B+ --t DtD*0

. The cross- feed efficiency between those two fina! states is , on average, 20% 
of the efficiency for B0 --t DtD*-. The masses and widths of this cross-feed are of course 
the same as those from D51 in correctly reconstructed B decays. 

2. Decays B0 --t D:OD*- or B+ --t D:0I5*0 (D:0 --t Di n°) reconstructed as B+ --t D~ lf (D~ --t 
D;+n°) (Figure 3.20b ): the soft n or y from the D* is no t reconstructed an d, a t the same ti me, 
a fake D;+ is built from the Di from the D:O combined with a y from the combinatoria! 
background. Because the D~ - D:O mass difference is approximately the same as the D;+ -
D:O mass difference, the cross- feed background peaks approximately at the D~ mass but 
its mass resolution is about 20 to 25 MeVj c2 while the resolution expected fora true D51 

signa! is about 8 Me V/ c2. The cross- feed efficiency for each of the transitions B0 --t D:OD*-
and B+ --t D:0D*0

, (D :O --t Di n°) to the D;+ D0 n° fina! states is approximately l 0% of the 
efficiency for B+ --t D~ lf, (D~ --t D;+n°) which is of course the only fina! state affected 
by this cross-feed. 

3. Decays B+ --t D~lf, (D~ --t D;+n°) reconstructed as B+ --t D:0D*0
, (D:O --t Di n°) . This 

cross-feed is of the same type as the previous one; the y from the D;+ is not reconstructed 
and a fake D*0 is built from a true D0 and a y or n° from the combinatoria! background. 
This cross-feed peaks at the Dso mass but its width is a factor two wider than the resolution 
for the true D so signa!. The cross- feed efficiency for the transitions B+ --t D~ lf, (D~ ---+ 

o -•0 o + + - •0 D;+n ) to the Di D n fina! states is about 10% to 15% of the efficiency for B --t Ds0D , 
(D+ --t D+n°) sO s 

4. Finally, a small cross- feed is observed between the fina! states B+ --t Dtlf (lf --t K+n- n°) 
and the fina! states B0 --t DtD- (D- --t K+n- n-) due to the mis-identification of one n in 
the D0 or D+. This cross-feed is much smaller than the other types, i. e. the amplitude of the 
non-diagonal term is about l % of the amplitude of the corresponding diagonal term. 

From the results of tables A.ll, A.l2 an d A.l3, i t c an be concluded that the following m od es 
have zero or negligible c~ l%) cross- feed contributions: 

• B0 --t D+ D- B0 --t D+ D*- B+ --t D+ lf 
sU ' sO ' sO 

In contrast the modes B+ --t D+ D*0 B+ --t D+ lf B+ --t D+ D*0 (D+ --t D*+n° and D+ --t ' sO ' s l ' s l s l s s l 

Diy) have a significant (~ 10%) cross-feed from the other modes. For the modes B+ --t D~lf 
D~ --t Diy) and B+ --t D~ D*0 

( D~ --t D;+n° and D~ --t Di y) the cross-feed is internai to the 
B --t D~ X m od es an d has therefore the same reconstructed mass and resolution as the D~ signa! 
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Figure 3.20: Examples for cross-feed between signa! modes: (a) D*0D;y and (b) D0D?n° fina! 
states selected from simulated signal. The top plots show the actual DsJ mass signals, in the 
bottom plots cross-feed contributions are shown. 

(:::::; 8 MeV for Dt -t D;+n° and:::::; 12 Me V forD~ -t Diy). The mode s + -t D:0D*0 receives a 
contribution from s + -t D~ If and the decay s + -t D~ If (Dt -t D;+n°) receives contributions 
from both 8° -t D :OD*- and s+ -t D:0D*0

; these contributions have wider widths (:=:::; x 2) than 
the resolu tions on the true D:O and D~ signals. 

As described in the next chapter, the "nanow" contribution is subtracted directly from the 
number of fina! fìtted events while the wide contribution is fitted together with the yield in data, 
adding a gaussian with a normalization, mean and width fìxed to the values obtained here. We 
observe that the mean of this conttibution is displaced with respect to the signa! by a few Me V. 

3.6 B ---+ D}*) D(*) Contro l sample 

One of the cross-checks for our analysis is the measurement of branching fractions for B -t 

D.~*) o H . The analysis method required almost duplicates that of B -t D (*) D 51 ; as an example, 
the fìnal states for D(*l D; have the same fina! particles content as for D(*)D;1 where the DsJ de-
cays to DsY· Comparing efficiencies and resolutions between these states gives us confidence that 
our analysis procedure is correct. 

The selection criteria for these modes are the same as for the Ds1 modes. Since the cuts are 
rather tight, this method is not optimal for measuring the branching fractions, but it is good enough 
as a cross-check. The method used is the same for the D 51 modes with the exception, of course, of 
the D(* l D.~ *) mode rejection. The simulated sample B -t D.~*) D (*) is described in Section 3.5.2. 

Distributions of !:J.E and mEs can be seen in Figg. 3.21- 3.24 for data and simulation summed 
over the D(*) and D~*) submodes. Since we do not have invariant mass m(D~;)+) distributions 
to estimate effìciencies and extract the number of signa! events, we use the simulation of each 
Dl*) o (• ) and fìt the !:J.E distributions. Efficiencies and event yields are tabulated in Table 3.9. Data 
event yields are also found fìtting !:J.E histograms.The event yields are tabulated by submode in 
Table 3.10. 
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Figure 3.22: !::.E distributions for B---+ D (*) D1*l in data. 

o·+ 

Branching fractions are calculated for each submode by taking the event yield and dividing 
by the number of BE pairs and the daughter branching fractions. The same tracking and kaon 
identification conections used for the D51 modes have been applied. The branching fractions are 
listed in Table 3.11. The branching fractions between submodes are in agreement. 

The branching fractions for the Dl*) D (*) modes are in good agreement with the known val-
ues [24]. The uncertainty on the D5 daughter branching fractions of about 30% dominate the 
systematic uncertainty in our measurement. This enor should be added to the statistica! error 
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Figure 3.24: mEs distributions for B -t D(*) Di*) in data. 

reported in table 3.1 1. 
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Table 3.9: Efficiency far simulated Di*) D(*) (%). 
Mode D+ s D*+ s 
K+n- 18.9±0.13 7.22±0.09 

Do K+n-n° 3.16± 0.06 1.33 ±0.04 
K+n- n+n- 6.48±0.08 2.27±0.05 

D+ K+n-n+ 11.0±0.10 4.10± 0.06 
K+n- 6.53±0.09 2.41 ± 0.05 

D*o K+n-n° 1.45±0.05 0.53±0.02 
K+n- n+n- 2.43±0.05 0.82±0.03 
K+n 12.4±0.11 4.59±0.07 

D*+ K+n- n° 4.41 ±0.07 1.72±0.04 
K+n- n+n- 6.83±0.08 2.50±0.05 

T ab le 3.10: Event Yield far D~*) D (* l Data. 
Mode D+ s D*+ s 
K+n- 236± 11. 83.7±7.6 

Do K+n-n° 158± 10. 52.5±6.8 
K+n-n+n- 176± 10. 59.7±6.6 

D+ K+n-n+ 293± 12. 107± 8.0 
K+n- 34.7 ± 3.5 19.4±2.8 

D*o K+n- n° 25.3±3.9 16.5±2.9 
K+n-n+n- 32.4± 3.5 16.2±2.6 
K+n- 88.8±6.5 63.8±4.7 

D*+ K+n-n° 132± 6.4 81.3±7.9 
K+n-n+n- 105±7.7 77.2±6.8 

Table 3.11: Branching Fractiansfar B---+ D~*) D(*) (10- 3 ). 

Mode D+ s DJ [24] D*+ s D;+ [24] 
K+n 13.4±0.6 13.4±1.2 

Do K+n-n° 14.9±0.9 13.0±4.0 12.7± 1.6 9.0±4.0 
K+n- n+n- 14.4±0.8 13.9± 1.5 

D K n n+ 11.6±0.5 8.0±3.0 12.0±0.8 10.0± 5.0 
K+n 11.5±1.1 17.6±2.5 

D*o K+n-n° 10.4±1.5 12.0 ± 5.0 20.7 ± 3.3 27 ± 10 
K+n- n+n- 14.5 ± 1.5 23.3 ± 3.4 
K+n- 11.2 ± 0.8 22.9± 1.7 

D*- K+n- n° 13.5±0.6 10.7 ± 2.9 22.7±2.1 19.0±5.0 
K+n- n+n- 12.3±0.8 26.6±2.3 



Chapter 4 

Results 

After discussing the method used to estimate the branching fractions, in this chapter the main 
results are summarized, including event yields, branching fractions, branching fraction ratios and 
angular analysis. Systematic uncertainties are also discussed in some detail. 

4.1 Method 

The method used to extract the branching fractions is the following: 

l . First, we extract the observed number of events (Nobs) in the data for each of the twelve 
8 decay modes. Using the sum of a Gaussian for the signal and of an exponential for the 
background, we fit the corresponding D}*)+ no or Diy mass spectra. Nobs is the integrai of 
the Gaussian function. We do not split the different Di x D decay sub-modes for lack of 
statistics. 

2. From the efficiencies computed in section 3.5.3, the number of BE events, and the inter-
mediate D , Df and D * branching fractions (shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2, and assuming v ;+ 
going only to Di y), we compute the branching fractions, explicitly ignoring cross-feed: 

where Nobs is the observed number of events, 'B(D(*) -t j ) is the D(*) branching fraction 
to submode j, 'B(D}*) -t k) is the Ds branching fraction to submode k, EJ,k is the efficiency 
for the 8 -t D51D(*) , D51 -t D}*ln°(y) submodes with D(*) -t j , D}*) -t k and the sum 
is performed over ali the submodes considered in the analysis. The sum L J,k 'B(D(*) -t 

j)'B(D}*) -t k) EJ,k is provided in the second-last column oftable 4.2. 

3. From this estimate of the branching fractions and the cross- feed matrix computed in Sec-
tion 3.5.3, we extract the number of cross- feed events (narrow and wide) expected in each 
channel. 

4 . To refi t the number of events in the data including the contribution of cross-feed, we use a 
second Gaussian. From simulation studies, the mean of this Gaussian is fixed a t 5 Me V/ c2 

below the DsJ(23 17) mass, for cross- feed from Ds1 to the D5o, and 8MeVj c2 above the 
D,J(2460) mass, for cross- feed from Dso to the D51 . The widths are 18(20)MeVjc2 for 

75 
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cross- feed from Dst to the D so CD so to the D51 ). The normalization is fixed to the number of 
"wide" cross-feed events estimated from previous step. 

5. We subtract the "narrow" cross-feed from Nabs and recompute the branching fractions, and 
iterate steps 2-5 unti! the result converges Cthree iterations were sufficient for our analysis). 

4.2 Event yield after background subtraction 

The Din°, D;+n° and Diy mass spectra for each of the possible Dl*l+ d*lno, y fina! states are 
shown in Fig.4.1 cd•l Di n°), Fig.4.2 cd*l Di n°) and Fig.4.3 cd*l Diy) for the events satisfying 
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Figure 4.1: m(Ds;) spectra in the data,for the B --+ D:Od*) modes 

the fina! selection described in Section 3.4. In the first step of the iteration, these spectra are fitted 
by the sum of a Gaussian function describing the signa! and an exponential background function. 
In the following steps, a second Gaussian describing the cross-feeds is added in the fits as described 
previously. Because of the low statistics, the average and width of the signa! Gaussian are kept 
fixed to 2318MeVjc2 and 8MeVjc2 respectively for the D50 , and 2460MeVjc2 and 12MeVj c2 
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Figure 4.2: m(DsJ) spectra in the data, far the B ---7 D~ d *) (D~ ---7 D;+n°) modes 

respectively for the Dst , when performing the fits. The D~;)+ event yields at first iteration (single 
Gauss i an fit , no cross-feed) and the statistica! significance of the signa! are listed in Table 4.1. The 
signi ficance is defined as J - 2 ln(.L.o / ~nax ). where Lmax and Lo are the likelihood values with the 
nominai and with zero signa! yield, respectively. A significance larger than 4 is observed for 10 
out of the 12 modes. The number of fitted events after the last iteration, including the cross-feed 
(wide+narrow), are given in Table 4.2, together with the number of cross-feed events. 

4.3 Efficiency corrections and Branching Fractions 

From the number of events fitted for each mode, we extract the branching fractions using the 
method described in Section 4 .1. The resulting branching fractions are given in Table 4.2, together 
with the signa! yield and the estimated number of internai cross-feed events predicted for each of 
the different decay modes. 
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Figure 4.3: m(DsJ) spectra in the data, far the B ---+ D~ d •) (D~ ---+ Di yJ modes 

4.4 Systematic uncertainties 

Systematic uncertainties are summarized in table 4.3. The relative variation of the branching 
fraction corresponding to each systematic error is given for each of the twelve B modes. The 
different components are added quadratically to provide the fina! systematic enor (excluding the 
errors on the intermediate branching fractions). 

4.4.1 Tracking 

The simulation does not reproduce exactly the rea! data but needs a small conection on the effì-
ciency, that can be dependent on the track selection. Usually a larger couection is required for a 
tighter selection. 

The efficiencies for "very loose" selected tracks (GTVL), are corrected in the simuiation by 
- 0.5% per track, with a systematic error of 1.4% per track (see Section 2.4.4). The effìciencies for 
"loose" selected tracks (GTL), used only for kaons from D0 and v +, are conected in the simulation 
by - 0.8% per track, with a systematic error of 1.3% per track [55]. The resulting fractional errors 
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Table 4.1: Number of events for each S mode in the data, Jrom a single Gaussian fit with fixed 
D~J masses and widths to the m(Ds1 ) spectra ofthe d* )D"tn° (Fig.4.l), yy(•)D"tn° (Fig.4.2) and 
lf *) Dty ( Fig.4. 3) fina! states. The results of the fits for the sum of these modes, when fitting with 
fìxed Ds.J masses an.d widths, are also given. (Fig.4.4). 

mode N events m(Ds.l) (MeV/c2 ) CJm (MeV/c2) significan< 
S---+ D+ D(*) (D+ ---+ o +n°) (sum) sO sO s 100.2± 16.0 2318.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 
S0 ---+ D~D (D:0---+ D"tn°) 34.8 ± 7.9 2318.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 5.5 
S0 ---+ D+ D* - (D+ ---+ D+n°) 23.6 ± 6.1 2318.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 5.2 sO sO s 
s + ---+ D+If (D+ ---+ D+n°) 32.7 ± 10.8 2318.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 3.1 sO sO s 
s + ---+ o + D*0 (D+ ---+ D+n°) sO sO s 15.3 ±6.8 2318.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 2.5 
S---+ D~ D(*) (D si ---+ D;+n°) (sum) 115.0± 14.2 2460.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 
S0 ---+ D~ D (D+ ---+ D*+n°) si s 17.4±5.1 2460.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 4.2 
S0 ---+ D+ D*- (D+ ---+ D*+n°) s i s i s 26.5 ± 5.6 2460.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 7.4 
s + ---+ D+ D0 (D+ ---+ D*+n°) s l s l s 28.0±5.8 2460.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 5.1 
s + ---+ D+ D*0 (D+ ---+ D*+n°) s l si s 30.5 ±6.4 2460.0 (fixed) 8.0 (fixed) 7.7 
S---+ D~ D(*) (D s i ---+ Di y (sum) 138.6 ± 15.3 2460.0 (fixed) 12.0 (fixed) 
so ---+ o + o - (D+ ---+ D+y) s i si s 24.8 ± 6.5 2460.0 (fixed) 12.0 (fixed) 5.0 
S0 ---+ D~ D* - (D~ ---+ Di y) 53.0 ± 7.7 2460.0 (fixed) 12.0 (fixed) 11.7 
s + ---+ o + D0 (D+ ---+ D+y) s i si s 32.0± 8.9 2460.0 (fixed) 12.0 (fixed) 4.3 
s + ---+ o + D*0 (D+ D+ ) s i s i ---+ sY 34.6± 7.5 2460.0 (fixed) 12.0 (fixed) 6.0 

on the branching fractions are given in Table 4.3. 

4.4.2 n° l y selection 

Possible differences between data and simulation on the neutra! (y and n°) selection efficiencies 
are studied in detail using the hadranic -r decays -r± ---+ h±v where h± is n± or p± [56]. Roughly, 
the -r ---+ p yields will be praportional to the efficiency in reconstructing the n± and the n° , while 
the -r ---+n yield will be proportional to just the n± efficiency, leaving the relative n° efficiency. The 
measurement of the double ratio: 

N(-r--+p)(daw) ( ) 
N(-r--+p)(sim) Pn° r= N(-r-m)(data) 

(4.2) 
N(-r- m) (sim) 

gives an absolute normalization, as well as testing the acceptance of the simulation . The conclusion 
is that the hadronic interaction in the EMC and the photon background are not perfectly modeled 
in the simulation. Since these effects are not completely understood, we decide not to apply 
corrections but to use a 2.5% systematic errar per photon on the selection efficiencies. 

4.4.3 Particle Identification 

Using the inclusive samples of D*+ and of D0 ---+ Kn selected, we have determined the efficiency 
of our requirements on the charged K. The "KTight" efficiency is found to be 81.5±0.8% in 
the data and 83.1±0.2% in the simulated signa!. From this study, a correction factor of -1.9% 
per KTight is applied to the selection efficiencies. To be conservative and account for possible 
differences in the "KNotAPion" selections, a 100% systematic errar on this correction is assumed 
when computing the related systematic errar. 
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Figure 4.4: m(Ds1 ) spectra in the events with m(d*)n°,y) > 2.3(2.4)GeYfc2,for (a) the sum of 
B-+ U:075(*), U:O-+ D5n° decays; (b) the sum ofB-+ D~d*l, D;t-+ D5n° decays;(c) the sum 
of B-+ D~ 75( *), D;t -+ D5 y decays. In this plot, the me an and the resolution of the Gaussian usecl 
to fit the m(D51 ) spectra of the signa[ have been jixed to the values used in the analysis, to the 
contrary of Fig.3.15. 

4.4.4 D sJ width 

When fitting the number of events, the D51 mass resolution was fixed at 8MeYfc2 for the n° fina! 
states and at 12MeYfc2 for the y final states. The resolution fitted on the data for the sum of 
the submodes is 8.3 ±l MeY/ c2 (average of Di n° and D;+n° fina! states) and 12.1 ± 1.6MeY/ c2 

(Di y final states). To study the associated systematic, we repeated the fits by changing the DsJ 
mass resolution by its statistica! error, i.e. ±1MeYjc2 for the n° final states and ±1.6MeYjc2 for 
the y final states. 
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Table 4.2: Number of events, internai cross-feed contributions, efficiencies and final branching 
Factions. The values in parenthesis in the cross-feed column are the wide cross-feed contribu-
tions, were present. The values in the efficiency column are defined as the sum over the dif.ferent 
submodes of the submodes efficiencies times the intermediate D(*) and Di*) branching fractions. 
They are corrected from dif.ferences between simulation and data for tracking and PID, as de-
scribed in the Section4.4 

mode N cross- effìciency 
# B mode events -feed (lo- 4) BR (10- 3) 

I u;(p - (D:0 -t Dt n°) 34.7 ± 8.0 0.3 1.57 l . 80 ± 0.42 ± 0.26~~:~~ 
TI D+ D*- (D+ -t D+n°) sO sO s 23 .5±6.1 0.0 1.29 1.50 ± 0.39 ± 0.22~~ji 
III D~If (D:0 -t Dt n°) 32.7 ± 10.8 0.3 2.55 1.04 ± 0.35 ± 0.13~~:~~ 
IV D+ D*0 (D+ -t D+n°) sO sO s 17.6 ± 6.8 7.1 (5.3) 0.99 0.86 ± 0.56 ± 0.2l ~~:i~ 
v D+ D si (D+ -t D*+n°) si s 17.4±5.1 0.1 0.50 2.80 ± 0.83 ± 0.46~~~~ 
vr D+ D*- (D+ D*+ o) si si -t s n 26.5 ± 5.7 0.0 0.39 5.50 ± 1.18 ± 0.96~ i:~~ 
VII D+ D0 (D+ -t D*+n°) s i sl s 29.0±6.8 2.2 (2.2) 0.80 2.73 ± 0.70± 0.46~~:~~ 
VIII + D*o (D+ •+ o) Dd st -t Ds n 30.5 ±6.4 2.5 0.30 7.59 ± 1.73 ± 1.82~f:~~ 
IX D~ D (D~ -t Dt y) 24.8±6.5 0.5 2.62 0.76 ± 0.20 ± O.IO~g:f~ 
x D~ D*- (D~ -t Dt y) 53 .0 ± 7.8 0.1 1.92 2.25 ± 0.33 ± 0.30~~:~~ 
Xl D~If (D~ -t Dty) 31.9±9.0 1.4 4.12 0.61 ± 0.18 ± 0.08~~f1 
XII +-•0 ( + + ) Ds,D Dst -t Ds y 34.6±7.6 6.5 1.68 1.37 ± 0.37 ± 0.29~~i~ 

Table 4.3: Relative systematic errors, in % ofthe branching fraction, for each ofthe 12 B modes. 
B mode I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX x XI XII 
NBB l l l l l l l l l l l l 
Tracking eff. 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 9 8 8 
y!n° eff. 5 7 7 12 8 lO 9 14 2 5 4 9 
PIO eff. o o l l o o l l o o l l 
D masses cuts 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 2 3 3 
b..m D*0 / D; o o o 9 3 4 5 13 o o o 9 
DsJ width 7 6 4 lO 8 6 6 5 6 3 4 lO 
bkg. fìtting model 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
b..E width 4 5 5 lO 5 6 6 9 4 5 5 9 
b..E offset l l l l l l l l l l l l 
combined 14 15 13 23 16 17 17 24 13 13 13 21 

4.4.5 Background fitting model 

The fìts of the DsJ mass spectra were repeated using a threshold function or a second order poly-
nomi al instead of an exponential background function. The maximum difference found in the 
rates was 5% and this value is therefore taken as an estimate of the systematic eiTor linked to the 
background description. 

4.4.6 Kinematic variables 

W e estimate the systematic eiTor checking the effect of varying the resolutions o n daughter parti cl e 
masses and b..m, and on b..E: 
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• the D and v; mass cuts are changed varying by ± 10% (corresponding to the error on the 
resolution) the mass resolution assumed. The net effect is a change of 2- 4% in the fina! 
result. 

• to account for possible differences between data and simulation in the !J.m resolutions for 
D*0 ----7 D0y, D0n° an d D; ----7 Ds y, the efficiencies w ere recomputed by moving by ±20% the 
!J.m cut for Dy fina! states an d by ±l 0% for Dn°. 

• to account for the statistica! uncertainty on the resolution cr(!J.E) in the data and for possible 
differences between data and simulation, the efficiencies were recomputed by moving by 
±3 Me V the resolutions cr(!J.E ) used to define the signa! region. 

4.5 Isospin averaged branching fractions 

One of the test proposed by theoretical papers is a measurement of the ratio of the electromagnetic 
decay with respect to the isospin violating one. We measured both decay types for the DsJ(2460). 
In order to have a relative estimate of the two branching fractions we combine the branching 
fractions for B0 and s +. To do so, we assume isospin invariance, expecting the same rate for decays 
that differ only for the charge. As an example B0 ----7 D51 (2460) + v- and s + ----7 DsJ(2460) + D0 . To 
give more weight to the better measured branching fraction, we average the results according to 
their statistica! weight w; = l l crJ: 

- l 11 

'B=- LWiXi 
wi= l 

(4.3) 

where w= I_; w;. The standard deviation is cr = l l .jW. The averaged results are given in Table 4.4. 
A recent measurement of B ----7 D51D(*) decays from Belle is available in [57] for isospin aver-

aged branching ratios. A comparison between BABAR and these results is also reported in Table 4.4. 
To check the agreement, we use the quantity [58]: 

(4.4) 

where Xt (cr1) and x2 (cr2) are the mean value (total variance) of BABAR and Belle measurements . 
The variable z follow a gaussian distribution with mean value Xz = O and variance C5z = l. The 
decays with D1./(2460) ----7 v ;+n° show az between one and two, so nota perfect agreement. Note 
also that Belle results are sistematically lower than BABAR results. 

Table 4.4: Comparison of the Jsospin averaged B branching fractions (x 10- 4 ) between BABAR 
and Belle far the modes B ----7 DsJD(*) . 

Decay channel BABAR [59] 'B(lO -4 ) Belle [57] 'B(lO -4 ) z 
B ----7 D;f (2317)D [D; no] 13.5 ± 2.7 ± 1.8~~~ 10.1 ± 1.5 ± 3.0 0.6 
B ----7 v;f(2317)D* [D;no] 12.9 ± 3.2 ± 2 .2~i:~ 3.l~f~(< 8.5) -
B ----7 D.1.f(2460)D [D;+rr.O] 27.6 ± 5.3 ± 4.6~~:i 14.8~~~ ±4.4 1.2 
B ----7 D.1.f(2460)D* [D;+nO] 61.7±9.8± 12.3~fg~ 28.7~~~ ± 8.6 2.0 
B ----7 D.1.J(2460)D [D;yJ 6.7 ± 1.3 ± 0.9~7:~ 6.4 ± 0.8 ± 1.9 0.1 
B ----7 D.1.f(2460)D* [D;yJ 18.6 ± 2.5 ± 2.9~~ ~ 12.7~~6 ± 3.8 0.8 
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4.6 Measurement of ratios of branching fractions 

From the measured branching fractions for B -t Dt(2460)d*l in the D;+n° and in the DJy fìnal 
states, we measure 'B(Dt(2460) -t DJ y)/'B(Dt(2460) -t v ;+n°) = 0.244±0.066±0.016 from 
D fina! states and 'B(Dt(2460) -t DJy)j'B(Dt(2460) -t v;+n°) = 0.302±0.062±0.025 from 
D* fìnal states. The average of these two measurements gives: 

'B(Dt(2460) -t DJy) = 0.274 ± 0.045 ± 0.020. 
'B(Dt(2460) -t v ;+no) 

(4.5) 

in agreement with expectations in [12]. When combining the systematic errors together, we con-
sider the correlation between them. Since some canee! in the ratio, only the different number of 
neutra! particles and the variation of the width for !:!.E, D 51 and !:!.m(D*) contribute to the fìnal 
systematic error. 

With the isospin averaged measurements, is possible to compute the ratios introduced in Sec-
tion 1.3. Taking the average of BABAR and Belle results, from the fìrst line of table 4.4, we have 
approximately: 

(4.6) 

with the assumption that the dominant decay of the D;1 (2317) is expected to be through the D5n° 
mode [32] we have 

'B[B -t DD;1 (2317)] ~ 1.2 x 10- 3 

Using the measured branching ratio [24] 

'B(s+--+ J5°vt) = ( 1.3 ±o A) x w- 2 

'B(B0 -t v - Ui) = (8.0 ± 3.0) x 10- 3 

one obtains a combined branching ratio 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Combining eq. 4.7 and eq. 4.9, the ratio obtained Roo ~ 1~ is a factor lO smaller than expec-
tations in eq. 1.12. Similarly, averaging BABAR and Belle measurement of B -t DD5;(2460) 
(Dv./ (2460) + -t v ;+n° and Ds1 (2460)+ -t DJ y), we obtain 'B [B -t DD5;(2460)] ~ 3 x 10- 3 . 

Combining this value with 'B(B -t DD5 ), a discrepancy with eq. 1.12 is found also in the ratio 
R ~l 

DI ~ 3· 
Our measurement of B -t D51D* decays could allow to compute the Ro·o and Ro· t ratios. 

We could expect results similar to R00 and R01 . Computing the ratios as before, using only our 
measurements (table 4.4): 

'B[B -t D*D;1 (23 17)] ~ 1.3 x 10- 3 

'B[B -t D* D5;(2460)] ~ 8.0 x 10- 3 

and the combined branching ratios [24]: 

'B[B -t D* DJ] ~ 2.3% 

'B[B -t D* v;] ~ 4.6% 

we obtain Ro·o ~ 0.06 and Ro·1 ~ 0.17, a factor two far from Roo and Ro1 respectively. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

It is possible that discrepancies between experiments and theory may arise from a combina-
tion of incmTect model prediction of p-wave state properties and nonfactorizable effects without 
requiring an exotic explanation .. More statistic is needed to conclude since the error on branching 
ratio measurements are stili big (see sec. 4.5). 
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4. 7 Angolar analysis 

An angular analysis of the D 51 (2460) decay was performed, using the channels 
s+ ---+ D0D1.f(2460) [D1.J -t Diy] and B0 -t v-D1./(2460) [D1.J -t Di y]. Since the decay 
B -t DDsJ is a o- -t o-f transition, the resulting D51 is polarized. We tested the hypotheses 
J =l and J = 2 for the DsJ(2460) spin. The spin J =O is ruled out by parity and angular momen-
tum conservation in the decay Ds1 (2460)-+ Diy. Information on the D51 spin J can be obtained 
from the distribution of a suitably defined helicity angle. The helicity angle e11 is defined as the 
angle between the Ds1 momentum in the B meson rest frame and the Ds momentum in the DsJ rest 
frame, see Figure 4.5. 
The m(D5y) signa! for data events with a reconstructed DDsY fina! state, based on the selection 

-----------+ 
D~(2460) 

Figure 4.5: Helicity angle eh definition. 

described in section 3.4, is shown in Figure 4.6(a). Fitting with a single Gaussian, yields 

m(DsJ) = (2465±3) MeV/c2 , CJ111 = (11.5±2.3) MeV/c2 (4.12) 

and (90± 18) signa! events in the peak. Figure 4.6(b) shows the signa! after dropping the require-
ment of a minimum Dy mass of 2.3 GeV/c2. Here, the number of signa! events is determined to 
be Nsig = ( 66 ± 14) with negligible changes in the results for m(D51 ) and CJ111 • While a comparison 
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-L066 J. 0.2176 
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,~ , r·" 

2.35 2.375 2.4 2.425 2.45 2.475 2.5 2.525 2.55 
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~ 40 -.. 
" ~ 
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~ 
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= w 
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-3.862 .i 0.2523 
89.70 i 17.52 

0.2068E-02 
0.2497E-02 
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2.35 2.375 2.4 2.425 2.45 2.475 2.5 2.525 2.55 
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Figure 4.6: Fits to the m(D5y) signa[ for reconstructed DDsY data events: (a) with the default 
analysis cut and (b) after dropping the requirement of a minimum Dy mass of2.3 GeV!c2. 
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N~ -1.0 < cos(8h) < -0.6 
;;... 20 
Qj 

~ 
~ 
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"'V5 
Qj ..... :.... ...... = ~ 

+0.6 < cos(8h) < + 1.0 

-0.6 < cos(8h) < -0.2 

2.4 2.45 2.5 
2 m(D

5
y)/GeV/c 

fit results: 

[ -1.0, -0.6] 5.5±4.7 
[ -0.6, -0.2] 21.2 ± 5.8 

o .......................... __._...I.......J..--'--J........L.. .............. __._...I.......J..--'--J........L......L....J'--'---J [ -0.2, +0.2] 29.5 ± 6.8 
2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 2.55 [+0.2, + 0.6] 9.9 ± 7.3 

m(D
5
y)/GeV/c2 [+0.6,+1.0] 14.9 ± 10.7 
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2.55 

Figure 4. 7: Fits to the m(DsY) data distributionfor different cos(8h) regions for the selected BABAR 
data sample. The mean and width ofthe Gaussian have beenfoced according to Equation (4.12). 

of Figures 4.6(a) and (b) demonstrates again the positive effect of the m(Dy) cut on the signal-
to- noise ratio, this cut is slightly problematic for the helicity analysis. The Dy mass is conelated 
with the helicity angle, with a minimum m(Dy) requirement suppressing events in the high cos(8h) 
region. For this reason, in the following this cut is not applied. 

In arder to extract the angular information, fìts to the m(DsY) distribution from the data are 
performed for fìve different cos(8h) regions, see Figure 4.7. Here, the mean and width of the 
Gaussian have been fìxed according to Eq. (4.12). The same procedure is repeated for the simulated 
signa! sample, which was produced assuming J = l for the spin of the D51 (2460) state. 
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The resulting cos(8h) distributions for the BABAR data and simulated signal are compared 
in Figure 4.8(a), where the simulation has been normalized to the data, and good agreement is 
found within the errors obtained from the fits. The reconstructed helicity angle distribution in 
simulation still follows very well the generated (l- cos2 (8h)) shape, cfr Figure 4.8(b). From the 
small differences between the two distributions, corrections for detector acceptance and selection 
efficiency are derived. After applying these corrections to the data, the analytical expectations for 
different spin hypotheses can be overlaid directly. The results for J = l and J = 2 are shown in 
Figure 4.8(c) and (d) respectively, where the prediction has been normalized to the data. While we 
find good agreement for the J = l hypothesis (X2/n.d.f.=3.9/4), the J = 2 hypothesis is excluded 
Cx2/n.d.f.=34.5/4 ). 
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Figure 4.8: Helicity distributions obtainedfrom m(D5y) fits in the corresponding cos(8h) region 
for selected BABAR data (points) andfully reconstructed simulated signal events (shaded), where 
the simulation sample was produced assuming J = lfor the spin ofthe D51 (2460) state. The shown 
errors correspond to th.e fit errors and do not include any furth.er systematic errar contributions. 
In Fig~u-es (c) and (d), th.e data is sh.own after applying corrections for detector acceptance and 
selection efficiency obtained from J = l simulated signa!. Th.e solid curves are th.e analytical 
expectation.s for two different D51 (2460) spin h.ypoth.eses, wh.ich. h.ave been normalized to the data: 
(c) J = l and (d) J = 2. 
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Conclusions 

In this thesis we have shown that a B-factory is a good environment for a detailed study of charm 
spectroscopy. The new 0 51 resonances observed by BABAR in continuum cc production are con-
fìrmed also in B decays. The clean environment offered by BE events allows to study the sources 
of backgrounds and the cross-feed between different modes very carefully. 

We considered sixty different fina! states. We combined them toghether to obtain twelve com-
bined branching ratio measurements of B ~ D51D(*), with o;1 (2317) + ~ o ; n°, 0 51 (2460)+ ~ 
o~+n° , and 0 51 (2460) + ~ o ; y. The six with the emission of a D* or a D*0 are seen for the fìrst 
time. The other six B ~ D51D are compatible within errors with results from Belle [40]. A compar-
ison for isospin averaged branching fractions is also done but is not perfect for B ~ D51D* modes. 
This work has been published in Physics Review Letters [59]. The angular analysis performed for 
the modes with D5.J(2460) ~ D5y leads to the measurement of l P, supporting the hypothesis that 
D1.J(2460) is a l + state. 

Further information on the nature of the 0 51 (2460) is also obtained measuring the radiative 
contribution to the ratio of branching fractions for 0 51 (2460)+ ~ o ; y and o ;+n°. 

W e computed ratios of branching ratios for B ~ o o; an d B ~ DD;1 (2317) (Roo) an d B ~ 
DD s.! (2460) (RDI ). In the factorization assumption, if D~~)+ are the o;0 and the D 5 1, we expect 
Roo ~ RDI ~ l [21]. We found Roo ~ /0 and R01 ~ 1 not supporting these hypothesis. 

As argued in [60], the o;1 (2317) and Ds./(2460) should have large electromagnetic branch-
ing ratios and very small widths, O(lOkeV), if they are conventional cf states. Instead, D(*)K 
molecules should h ave large widths O( Me V) and absence of electromagnetic decay. W e have no 
answers on the widths yet, because the predictions are below the experimental resolution, but we 
do observe an electromagnetic decay for the D 51 (2460) supporting the conventional cf hypothesis; 
but no sue h electromagnetic decay is observed for o;1 (2317) state [35]. 

T he B ~ D51D(*) results are substantially in agreement with the meson interpretation of these 
states. The fact that we do not observe other candidates for these states suggests that they could be 
just ordinary mesons. 

On the contrary, if the 0 51 states were exotic, we would expect them to belong to a family 
of exotic states, and we might expect to fìnd evidence of the existence of other members of this 
fam ily. No such evidence has been found [35]. 

In conclusion, we measure B ~ D51D (*) branching fractions and 0 51 (2460) quantum numbers; 
we compute isospin averaged branching fractions and relate them to B ~ oi*l o (*) decays com-
puting ratios of branching fractions. Most of the D 51 theoretical pictures are not ruled out by these 
measurements. To understand better the nature of o;1 (23 17) and D51 (2460) , more experimental 
and theoretical work is needed. 
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Appendix A 

Summary tables 

A.l Simulated data sample 

Signa! simulated data samples are reported in tables A. l and A.2. 

Table A. l: S ~ DsJD(*) signa! events. The twenty modes here are produced f or the three DsJ 
decays: o;1 (2317) ~ Dsn°, DsJ(2460) ~ o;n° and DsJ(2460) ~ D sY fora total of sixty signa! 
decay modes. 

B mode Ds mode x D mode(s) events generated 
s + ~ D~YJ-1 K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° , , 180000 

+ + =<l <j>n+ x Knnn, Kn, Knn° 180000 S ~ D51 D 
s + ~ D"JjD*0 K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° 180000 , , 
s + ~ D"Jj o *0 <j>n+ x Knnn, Kn, Knn° 180000 
S0 ~ D"JjD- <j>n+, K *° K+ x Knn 120000 
s 0 ~o+ o *-sJ K *°K + x Knnn Kn Knn° , , 180000 
s 0 ~o+ o *-sJ <j>n+ x Knnn,Kn,Knn° 180000 

A.2 Pre-selection summary 

Pre- selection applied to D0 , o ± , Di , D*0 , o -± and o ; is summarized in tables A.3- A.S . 

Table A.3: D selection criteria at pre- selection leve! 

D mode: Du ~ Kn ou ~ Knnu D0 ~ K3n D+ -
n+ tracks GTVL GTVL GTVL G1 
K - tracks GTVL GTVL GTVL G1 
K - PIO KMicroN otPion KMicroNotPion KMicroNotPion KMicrc 
y from n° mom. - p(y) > 30MeV/c -

y from n° LAT - LAT< 0.8 -

n° mass window - 115 < m(yy) < 150MeV/ c2 -
D mass cut (MeVjc2) ± 30 ±50 ± 30 ± 
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Table A.2: Theforty two-body S-+ D~*) D(•) simulated decay modes. They are background events 
in this analysis. 

B mode Ds mode x D mode(s) events generated 
s + -+ D+if s K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° 

' ' 173000 
s+-+ D+rf s qm+ x Knnn, Kn, Knn° 173000 
s +-+ Dt D*0 K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° 

' ' 173000 
s +-+ Dt D*0 qm+ x Knnn, Kn, Knn° 180000 
s + -+ D*+rf s K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° ' ' 180000 
s + -+ D*+rf s qm+ x Knnn,Kn,Knn° 173000 
s+-+ D;+D*0 K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° ' ' 177000 
s +-+ D;+D*0 qm+ x Knnn,Kn,Knn° 179000 
S0 -+ D+ D-s qm+, K*° K+ x K nn 117000 
S0 -+ D+ D•-s K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° ' ' 174000 
S0 -+ D+ D•-s qm+ x Knnn,Kn,Knn° 179000 
S0 -+ D*+ D-s qm+, K*° K+ x K nn 115000 
S0 -+ D*+ D•-s K*°K+ x Knnn Kn Knn° ' ' 

171000 
S0 -+ D*+ D•-s <Pn+ x Knnn,Kn,Knn° 171000 

Table A.4: Ds selection criteria at pre-selection leve! 

Ds mode: Dt-+ <Pn+ D+-+ K*°K+ s 
n+ tracks GTVL GTYL 
K+ tracks GTVL GTVL 
K- tracks GTVL GTVL 
K - PID KMicroNotPion KMicroNotPion 
K+ PID KMicroNotPion KMicroNotPion 
<P or K *0 mass cut (1005 < m < 1030) MeVjc2 (821 < m < 971) MeVj c2 

Ds mass cut (MeYjc2 ) ± 30 ± 30 

A.3 Optimization summary 

In Tab1es A.6- A.7 are summarized the invariant mass resolutions forD*+ and D;+ , and in Ta-
bles A.8- A.10 the selection after the optimization procedure. 

The effect on the invariant mass distributions of the vertexing requirement prob(x 2 ) > 10- 3 

for D0 -+ K - n+ n- n+ and D+ -+ K - n+ n+ is shown in Figure A. 1. 

The optimization of the selection based on the D+y, DH n° invariant mass values is shown in 
Figure A.2. 
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Table A.5: o(;~) selection criteria at pre-selection leve! 

o•(O) mode: 
' (s) o•+ -t o 0n+ o•O -t Dono o·o -t ooy D*+ -t D+y s s 

n+ track GTVL - - -s 
y/n.l momentum 

cut (MeVjc) p* (n+) < 450 p* (n°) < 450 p(y) > 100 p(y) > 100 
n° veto on y from D(s) - - yes yes 
LAT cut (y from D(s)) - - LAT<0.8 LAT<0.8 
!J.m cut (MeVjc2) ± 4.1 [138,146] [112,172] [114,174] 

D0 -t K- n+ n° ± 5.1 - - -

Table A.6: 0°, o + and Di masses and resolutions (MeVj c2) in data, simulation and nomina! [24 }, 
from the fit of a single gaussian to the reconstructed mass spectra. In the last column the optimized 
111ass cut in terms of number of standard deviations n0 . 

m (data) cr (data) m (sim) cr (sim) m [24] 
decay MeVjc2 MeVj c2 MeVj c2 MeVjc2 MeVj c2 n0 cut 
0° -t K n+ 1863.1±0.1 6.3± 0.1 1863.7± 0.1 6.3±0.1 1864.5 3.0 
D0 -t K- n+ n° 1861.8±0.5 11.8±0.8 1862.4±0.2 9.4±0.3 1864.5 2.5 
D0 -t K- n+ n- n+ 1862.6±0.3 5.4±0.3 1863.7±0.1 4.9±0.1 1864.5 2.5 
o + -t K- n+ n+ 1867.8±0.2 5.3±0.2 1868.7±0.1 5.1±0.1 1869.3 3.0 
Di -t <j>n+ 1966.1±0.1 5.3± 0.1 1967.1± 0.1 5.1±0.1 1968.5 3.0 
o + -t K*° K+ s 1965.6± 0.1 5.9± 0.1 1966.6± 0.1 5.5±0.1 1968.5 2.5 

Table A. 7: D* -D mass differences and resolutions in the data and in simulation, from the fit of a 
single gaussian to the reconstructed mass spectra. 

!J.m (data) CJt,111 (data) !J.m(sim) cr!J.m (sim) !J.m [24] 
Decay MeVj c2 MeVj c2 MeVjc2 MeVjc2 MeVj c2 

D*0 -t 0° n° 141.99±0.05 1.00±0.06 142.11±0.01 0.82±0.02 142.12 
o ·o -t oo Y 143.19±0.61 4.36±0.72 142.33±0.17 4.42±0.20 142.12 
o •+ -t D0 n+ 145.45± 0.01 0.40±0.01 145.40± 0.01 0.42±0.01 145.42 
o ; -t Di y 146.33± 0.21 4.25± 0.25 144.25± 0.07 4.78±0.09 143.8 

A.4 Efficiency and cross- feed tables 

Tables A .11 - A.l3 summarize the efficiency an d the cross- feed extracted from simulation. 
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D mode: 
n+ tracks 
K- tracks 
K- PID 

y from n° mom. 
y from n° LAT 
n° energy 
D mass window 
Dalitz weight 
vertex x2 prob. 

4000 . 

2000 

~.845 1 .~5 1.855 
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Table A.8: Fina! D selection criteria. 

D0 ---+ K- n+ D0 ---+ K- n+ n° D0 ---+ K- n+ n- n+ v + ---+ K- n+ n+ 
GTVL GTVL GTVL GTVL 
GTVL GTVL GTVL GTVL 

KMicroNotPion KMicroTight KMicroTight KMicroNotPion 
(KMicroNotPion) (KMicroNotPion) 

- p(y) > 30MeVjc - -

- LAT< 0.8 - -

- E(n°) > 200MeVjc - -

3cr 2.5cr 2.5CJ 3cr 
- > 10 - -

none none > w-3 none 

1.86 1.865 1.87 
m( D) 

1.875 1.88 1.885 1.85 1.855 1.86 1.865 1.87 1.875 1.88 1.885 1.89 

GeVj c2 
m(D) 

GeVjc2 

Figure A.l: Effe et of the vertex requirement prob(x2 ) > w-3 o n the invariant mass distributions 
for D0 ---+ K- n+ n - n+ ( left) and v + ---+ K- n+ n+ ( right) candidates. 
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Table A.9: Fina[ Ds selection criteria. When dif.ferent, the cuts f ar Ds from decays with a i5° ---+ 
K+n- are indicated by a * and the cuts for Ds from decays with a v - ---+ K +n- n- are indicated 
by a ** . 

Ds mode: Dt---+ <j>n+ D+---+ K*°K+ s 
n+ tracks GTVL GTVL 
K ± tracks GTVL GTVL 
K ± PIO ~ l KTight ~l KTight 

2 KMicroNotPion (*,**) 
<1> or K *0 mass cut mpoc± 15MeVj c2 mpoc±75MeVj c2 

helicity cut lcos(8h) l > 0.3 lcos(8h) i > 0.3 
none if D*- with [5° ---+ K + n-

vertex x2 prob. > w-3 
none(*) 

Ds mass window 3cr 2.5 O" 

Table A. lO: Fina! D* selection criteria 
D* mode: D*+ ---+ D0 n+ D*o ---+ Do nu D*o ---+ Du y D*---+ v + y s s 
n1"o 1, track GTVL - - -

ylnsof1 momentum 
cut (MeVj c) p*(n+) < 450 p* (n°) < 450 p(y) > 100 p(y) > 100 

n° veto on y from D* - - yes yes 
LAT cut (y from D*) - - LAT< 0.8 LAT< 0.8 
!J.m cut(MeVj c2) [143.4, 145.4] [140.0, 144.0] [ 132.0, 152.0] [133.8, 153.8] 
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Figure A.2: Fraction of discarded events as afunction ofthe value ofthe cut on the D (*)y or D(*ln° 
masses bothfor the signa! (blue) andfor the background (red) (a) B ~ D:Od*l , D:O---+ D5n° 
decays · (b) B ---+ D+ d *) D*+ ---+ D n° decays ·(c) B ---+ D+ 75( *) D*+ ---+ D y decays · the sol id ' s i ' s i s ' si ' s l s ' 
lines indicate the fina! value of the cuts used in this analysis. 
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Table A. l l: Efficiency and cross-feed matrixfor the modes B -t D~vf•l , D~ -t D5n° (fina! states 
d *) Dsn° ). 

generated reconstructed reconstructed fitted width E·.(%) t ,j 

B mode final state mass (MeVj c2 ) (MeVj c2) = Nreco j Ng 
D~ D (qm x Knn) DJ v-nu (qm x Knn) 2314.4 7.4±0.1 5.11±0.1 
D;ovo (qm x Knn°) 2315.0 8.0±0 0.05±0.01 

D :OD (K*°K x Knn) D i D - n° (K*°K x Knn) 2314.2 7.1±0.1 3.99±0.0~ 

D :OD* (qm x Kn) DJ D*- n° (<)m x Kn) 2314.6 7.6± 0.1 4.16±0.0S 
D-:oD* (<)m x Knn°) Di D*-n° (<)m x Knn°) 2314.9 7.5± 0.2 1.71± 0.0E 
D+ D* sO (<)m x K3n) DJ D*- n° (qm x K3n) 2314.7 7.3±0.2 2.11±0.0E 

D :OD* (K*°K x Kn) DJ D*-n° (K*°K x Kn) 2314.2 7.5±0.1 3.57±0.0~ 

D~p· (K*° K x Knn°) DJ D* n° (K*° K x Knn°) 2314.3 7.9±0.3 1.36±0.0S 
D~D* (K*°K x K3n) DJ D* n° (K*° K x K3n) 2314.5 7.2±0.2 1.6±0.05 

D -:ovu (qm x Kn) DJ D0n° (<)m x Kn) 2314.5 7.7± 0.1 6.57± 0.11 
D;ovu (<)m x Knn°) Dt D0n° (<)m x Knn°) 2315.0 7.9± 0.2 1.93± 0.0E 
D~p- (qm x Knn) 2315.0 8.0±0 0.04±0.01 
D~pu (qm x K3n) DJ D0n° (<)m x K3n) 2314.5 7.1±0.2 2.55±0.01 

D-:oDu (K*° K x Kn) DJ D0n° (K*u K x Kn) 2314.0 7.5±0.1 5.81 ±0.1 
D~pu (K*°K x Knn°) v + D0n° (K*° K x Knn°) s 2314.4 7.7± 0.2 1.68± 0.0S 
D:OD- (K*° K x Knn) 23 15.0 8.0± 0 0.03± 0.01 
D:0D0 (K*° K x K3n) DJ D0n° (K*° K x K3n) 2314.2 7.2±0.2 2.18±0.0~ 

D-:oD*0 (qm x Kn) v ; D*0n° (qm x Kn) 2315.0 7.3±0.2 2.73±0.0~ 

D -:oD*- (qm x Kn) 2315.0 8.0±0 0.43±0.0:: 
D~ D0 (qm x Kn) 2311.0 18.0±0 0.42±0.0:: 

D-:oD*0 (<)m x Knn°) DJ D*0n° (<)m x Knn°) 2315.2 7.7± 0.4 0.76± 0.0L 
D:0D*- (<!>n x Knn°) 2315.0 8.0± 0 0.13± 0.0: 
D~ D0 (<!>n x Knn°) 2311.0 18.0± 0 0.14± 0.0: 
D}p *0 (<!>n x K3n) DJ D*0n° (<!>n x K3n) 2315.0 8.1±0.3 1.05±0.0' 
D1òD*- (<!>n x K3n) 23 15.0 8.0± 0 0.14± 0.0: 
D~D0 (<!>n x K3n) 23 11.0 18.0±0 0.15± 0.0: 

D:0D*0 (K*° K x Kn) DJ D*0n° (K*° K x Kn) 23 14.3 7.8± 0.2 2.13±0.0( 
D~p·- (K*° K x Kn) 23 15.0 8.0± 0 0.33±0.0: 
D~ D0 (K*° K x Kn) 23 11.0 18.0±0 0.34±0.0: 

D-:oD*0 (K*° K x Knn°) DJ D*0n° (K*° K x Knn°) 2314.5 7.5± 0.4 0.61±0.0: 
D1òD*- (K*° K x Knn°) 23 15.0 8.0± 0 0.09± 0.0 
D~ D0 (K*° K x Knn°) 23 11.0 18.0± 0 0.1 ± 0.01 
D~p*0 (K*° K x K3n) DJ D.unu (K*° K x K3n) 23 14.5 7. 1± 0.3 0.86± 0.0 
D~p·- (K*° K x K 3n) 2315.0 8.0± 0 0.14± 0.0 
D~ D0 (K*° K x K3n) 2311.0 18.0± 0 0.13±0.0 
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Table A.l2: Efficiency and cross-feed matrix for the modes B -t D~l5(*), D~ -t D;+1rY (final 
states d *) D;+n° ). 

generated reconstructed reconstructed fìtted width Ei,j (%) 
E mode fìnal state mass (MeVj c2 ) (MeVjc2) = Nreco j Ng. 

D~ D (<)m x Knn) D;+ D- nu (<)m x Knn) 2455.6 7.9±0.3 1.64±0.06 
D~ D0 (<)m x K nn°) 2456.0 8.0± 0 0.02±0.01 
D~ D (K*°K x Knn) D;+D- n° (K*°K x Knn) 2455.7 7.3±0.3 1.28±0.05 

D+ D* sl (<)m x Kn) D;+ D*-n° (<)m x Kn) 2456.1 7.9±0.3 1.33±0.05 
D+ D* s l (<)m x Knn°) D;+ D*- n° (<)m x Knn°) 2454.9 7.9±0.5 0.47±0.03 
D+ D* s l (<)m x K3n) D;+ D*-n° (<)m x K3n) 2455.4 9.2±0.5 0.62±0.03 

D+ D* s l (K*°K x Kn) D;+D*-n° (K*°K x Kn) 2455.5 8.0± 0.3 1.15±0.05 
D+ D* s l (K*°K x Knn°) D;+ D*- n° (K*° K x Knn°) 2455.8 8.8± 0.7 0.43±0.03 
D+ D* sl (K*°K x K3n) D;+ D* n° (K*° K x K3n) 2455.8 7.2±0.4 0.51 ±0.03 
D~D0 (<)m x Kn) D;+ D0n° (<)m x Kn) 2456.1 8.2±0.2 2.25±0.07 

D;çp•- (<)m x Kn) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.24±0.02 
D:0D*0 (<)m x Kn) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.27±0.02 
D~D0 (<)m x Knn°) D;+ D0n° (<)m x Knn°) 2457.0 8.4± 0.5 0.56± 0.03 

D:OD*- (<)m x Knn°) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.06±0.01 
D:0D*0 (<)m x Knn°) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.1±0.01 
D~D0 (<)m x K3n) D;+ D0n° (<)m x K3n) 2455.6 7.5± 0.3 0.79±0.04 

D:0D*- (<)m x K3n) 2464.0 20.0± 0 0.09±0.01 
D:0D*0 (<)m x K3n) 2464.0 20.0± 0 0.12±0.02 
D~D0 (K*°K x Kn) D;+ D0n° (K*° K x Kn) 2455.2 8.0± 0.2 1.94± 0.06 
D:0D*- (K*° K x Kn) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.19±0.02 
D:0D*0 (K*° K x Kn) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.23±0.02 
D~D0 (K*°K x Knn°) D;+ D0n° (K*° K x Knn°) 2456.6 7.1 ±0.4 0.52± 0.03 

D:0D*- (K*° K x Knn°) 2464.0 20.0± 0 0.06± 0.01 
D:0D*0 (K*° K x Knn°) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.05± 0.0 1 
D~D0 (K*°K x K3n) D;+ D0n° (K*° K x K3n) 2455.4 7. 1± 0.3 0.67±0.03 

D:0D*- (K*° K x K3n) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.07±0.0 1 
D:0D*0 (K*° K x K3n) 2464.0 20.0±0 0.1 ± 0.01 
D~D*0 (cpn x Kn) D;+ D*0n° (cpn x Kn) 2455.7 9.3± 0.5 0.84± 0.04 
D~ D*- (cpn x Kn) 2456.0 8.0± 0 0.13± 0.02 
D~ D*0 ( <Pn x K nn°) D; +D*0n° (cpn x Knn°) 2455.6 8.6±0.6 0.26± 0.02 
D~ D*- (cpn x Knn°) 2456.0 8.0± 0 0.05± 0.01 
D~D*0 (cpn x K3n) D;+ D*0n° (<)m x K3n) 2456.7 7.8±0.6 0.32± 0.02 
D~ D*- (cpn x K3n) 2456.0 8.0± 0 0.05± 0.01 
D~D*0 (K*°K x Kn) D;+ D*0n° (K*° K x Kn) 2455.7 7.4±0.4 0.76± 0.04 
D~D*- (K*°K x Kn) 2456.0 8.0± 0 0.13±0.02 
D~D*0 (K*°K x Knn°) D;+ D*0n° (K*° K x Knn°) 2455.6 7.1 ± 0.7 0.19± 0.02 
D~ D*- (K*°K x Knn°) 2456.0 8.0±0 0.03±0.01 
D~ D*0 (K*° K x K3n) D;+ D*0n° (K*° K x K3n) 2455.7 7.6± 0.8 0.1 7± 0.02 
D~ D*- (K*° K x K3n) 2456.0 8.0±0 0.05± 0.01 
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Table A.l3: E.fficiency and cross-feed matrix far the modes B -+ D~ d*), D~ -+ Dty (final states 
-ot*l Dt y). 

generated reconstructed reconstructed fitted width Ei,j (%) 
B mode final state mass (MeVjc2) (MeVjc2) = NrecojNge 

D~ D (qm x Knn) o ; o - y (qm x Knn) 2455.5 12.6±0.1 8.58±0.12 
D~ D0 ( qm x K nn°) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.08±0.01 
D~ D (K*u K x Knn) o ; o-y (K*uK x Knn) 2455.3 12.6±0.2 6.63±0.1 
o + D0 (K*° K x Knn°) s i 2456.0 12.6±0 0.06±0.01 

o + o * s i (qm x Kn) o; D* y (qm x Kn) 2455.5 12.6±0.2 6.13±0.1 
o + o * s l ( qm x K nnu) Dt D*- y (qm x Knn°) 2455.6 12.6±0.2 2.62±0.07 
o + o * s i ( qm x K3n) o ; o*-y (qm x K3n) 2455.7 12.5±0.2 3.11±0.07 
D~ D* (K*u K x Kn) Dt D*- y (K*u K x Kn) 2455.2 12.7±0.2 5.05±0.09 
D~ D* (K*° K x Knnu) Dt D*-y (K*u K x Knnu) 2455.0 13.0±0.3 2.03±0.06 
D~ D* (K*° K x K3n) o ; D* y (K*u K x K3n) 2454.9 12.8±0.2 2.48±0.06 
D~D0 (qm x Kn) Dt D0 y (qm x Kn) 2455.0 12.8±0.1 11.29±0.14 
D~ Du ( qm x K nn°) D t D0y ( qm x K nn°) 2455.0 12.4±0.2 3.19±0.07 
D~ o - (qm x Knn) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.1±0.01 
D~ D*- (qm x Knn°) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.03±0.01 
o + D*0 (qm x Knn°) s i 2456.0 12.6±0 0.06±0.01 
D~D0 (qm x K3n) Dt D0y (qm x K3n) 2455.4 12.6±0.2 4.13±0.08 
D~ D*- (qm x K3n) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.04±0.01 
o + D *0 (q>n x K3n) s l 2456.0 12.6±0 0.04±0.01 
D~ D0 (Kw K x Kn) Dt Duy (K*° K x Kn) 2454.9 12.6±0.1 9.65±0.13 
D~ 0° (K*° K x Knn°) Dt D 0y (K*u K x Knnu) 2455.3 12.2±0.2 2.5±0.06 
D~ o - (K*° K x Knn) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.08±0.01 

o + o* - (K*° K x Knn°) s l 2456.0 12.6±0 0.04±0.01 
D~ D*0 (K*° K x Knn°) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.04±0.01 
D~ D0 (K*° K x K3n) Dt Duy (K*u K x K3n) 2456.0 12.3±0.2 3.37±0.07 
D~ D*0 (<f>n x Kn) Dt D*uy (<f>n x Kn) 2455.1 12.9±0.2 4.63±0.08 
D~ D*- (<f>n x Kn) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.82±0.04 
D~ D *0 ( <Pn x K nn°) o ; D*0y ( q>n x K nn°) 2456.1 12.4±0.4 1.32±0.05 
D~ D*- ( <Pn x K nno) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.27±0.02 
o + D0 ( q>n x K nn°) s i 2456.0 12.6±0 0.04±0.01 
D~ D*0 ( <Pn x K3n) o ; D*uy (<f>n x K3n) 2455.3 13.1±0.3 1.66±0.05 
D~ D*- (q>n x K3n) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.32±0.02 
D~D*0 (K*°K x Kn) Dt D*0y (K*° K x Kn) 2454.5 13.3±0.2 3.98±0.08 
D~ D*- (K*°K x Kn) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.8±0.04 
D~ 0*0 (K*° K x Knnu) Dt D*0y (K*° K x Knn°) 2455.6 13.2±0.4 1.04±0.04 
D~ D*- (K*° K x Knn°) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.23±0.02 
D~ D0 (K*° K x Knn°) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.03±0.01 
D~ D*0 (K*° K x K3n) o ; D*0y (K*° K x K3n) 2455.8 12.6±0.4 1.31±0.05 
D~ D*- (K*° K x K3n) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.28±0.02 
D~ D0 (K*° K x K3n) 2456.0 12.6±0 0.02±0.01 
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Appendix B 

Definitions 

B.l Fox-Wolfram moments 

The Fox-Wolfram moments [61] , H1, are extensively used to characterize the event topology. The 
l-order Fox-Wolfram moment can be written as: 

where Pi.J are the (charged and neutra!) particle momenta, eiJ is the opening angle between 
particles i and j and Evis the total visible energy of the event. The functions P,(cos8), with 
l = O, l , 2, .. . , are the Legendre Polynomials. In particular, 

l 2 Po(cos8) = l , P1(cos8) =cos8,P2(cos8) = 2(3cos 8-1) (B.2) 

For jet-like events lcos8i,)l is peaked at l , while for spherical BE events lcos8i , )l is more uni-
forml y distributed, thus the normalized second Fox-Wolfram moment, R2 = Z~, is shifted towards 
one in Bhabha, dimuons and qq events and towards zero in BE events. 

B.2 Lateral energy distribution 

To describe the latera! energy distribution of the showers in the calorimeter, one can define the 
variable [62] 

N 
2: Eir1 

i=3 
LAT = N 2 2 2 

Li= 3 Eiri + E1 r0 + E2r0 
(B .3) 

where N is the number of crystals associated with the shower, E 1 > E2 > .. . > EN are the energies 
deposited in the i-th crystal, r0 = 5 cm is the average distance between two crystals and ri is the 
di stance between the crystal i an d the center of the shower (see fig. B . l) . 

This variable is constructed to discriminate between electromagnetic and hadronic showers 
based on their average properties. The summation in the numerator omits the two crystals contain-
ing the highest amounts of energy. Electrons deposit most of their energy in two or three crystals, 
so that the value of LAT is small for electromagnetic showers. 

Multiplying the energies by the squared distances enhances the effects for the hadronic show-
ers , compared with electronic. 
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Figure B. l: Definition of ri, <l>i and Ro. 




